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Deøn Donald N. ZiIIman
On May 18 we formally ended the
1996-97 Law School year with gradua-
tion ceremonies for the Class of 1997.
The splendor of the newly refurbished
Menill Auditorium of Portland City
Hall provided a perfect backdrop for
the festivities. Graduation reminded us
that our primary goal is the education
of bright, law-trained men and women.
We expect that the graduates of the
Class of 1997 will distinguish them-
selves.
This is a year rich in memories.
Some have been painful. Merle Lop-
er's unexpected death heads that list.
Other faculfy and students have strug-
gled with health and personal concerns.
We have continued our work reminded
of the mafters that are truly important
in life.
The good memories have been
superb. We close the book on 1996-97
with a sense of solid accomplishment
for the School. Vy'e have made progress
on several matters. We have started
other initiatives that should bear fruit
in future years. Let me provide an
overview ofthe Law School as of
Summer 1997.
Teaching: This remains our prima-
ry activity. I'm delighted to say that it
is done well. The Fall Semester's
teaching evaluations were the best I
have seen in my six years as Dean. No
course received less than satisfactory
student evaluations. Many courses and
professors received outstanding ratings.
I had the pleasure ofrewarding Profes-
sor David Cluchey with the University
of Southern Maine's Outstanding
Teacher Award. But, David and I knew
that a half dozen others could have
occupied that spot this year, and will
occupy it in the next years. Teaching
extends beyond the classroom. I also
get daily reminders of the superb men-
toringjobs that our faculty and profes-
sional staff do. Students regard this as
one ofthe strengths ofthe School, and
well they should. The sense of commu-
nity remains strong.
Legal Writing: I call special atten-
tion to our expanded Legal Writing
program. Professor Nancy Wanderer
has taken us a long way in two years.
The presence of a full-time profession-
al in charge of lL writing is already
paying dividends. I have seen the im-
provement in the take-home exams
Dean's Column written by my Torts students. After anational search, we were delighted to
give Professor Wanderer a more per-
manent appointment on the Faculty.
Scholarship: 1996-97 has been the
best year for published scholarship in
the history of the Law School. Facuþ
members' articles appeared or have
been accepted for publication injour-
nals published by the University of
Michigan, Georgetown Law Center,
The University of Texas, Boston Uni-
versity, George Washington University,
the Universþ of California, and the
University of Maine School of Law.
}J.alf a dozen faculty members have
contracts for new books or updates of
existing texts. The topics cover such
diverse areas as asset securitization,
Maine land use, legal responses to
terrorism, federal tax elections, the
military and the environment, intellec-
tual property rights, causation in lead
poisoning cases, and comparative
constitutional law. I am particularly
delighted that our newest facuþ mem-
bers, Professors Lois Lupica and
Jennifer Wriggins, have succeeded in
placing their first faculty articles in
two highly competitive journals pub-
lished by the University of Texas and
Boston University. These journals
accept one article for every one hun-
dred that are submitted. In the cases of
Professors Lupica and Wriggins, they
have chosen very wisely.
Public Service: You have already
seen our surnmary of public service
activity in the State of Maine lrAlumni
Quarterly, Winter l997l.l am delighted
that nearly every member of faculty
makes some contribution to the public
interest. This year, I was particularly
pleased with the work of several mem-
bers of the facuþ in helping to pre-
serve legal services for low-income
Mainers in the wake of federal funding
cutbacks. A remarkable coalition of the
bench, the bar, the academy, andlhe
Maine Legislature and Governor have
created the Edmund Muskie Fund for
Legal Services that will serve the State
for decades to come. Professor Mike
Mullane deserves special credit for his
leadership in this area. It reflects the
very best ofbench, bar, and academY
collaboration.
o)
Our Alumni: Continuing the theme
of service to Maine, we are honored to
see our graduates active in all branches
of Maine's govemment. Peter Wiley '89
and Elizabeth Butler '79 are two of
Governor King's closest advisors.
Chief Justice Dan Wathen'65 leads
our strong judicial contingent. State
Senate President Mark Lawrence '90
and State House Whip Mike Saxl '97
provide a Universþ of Maine Law
School presence in the leadership of
the Maine Legislature. David Whittier '69
follows Dennis Mahar '86 as President
of the Maine State Bar. Almost every
major Maine law firm has added a
recent University of Maine Law grad
in the last year. And, our graduates
become increasingly visible out of
state and in non-traditional positions.
I also delight in the news of our
most successful Annual Fund ever. I
The University of Maine School of
Law has always been noted for the
interest it develops and nurtures among
its students for public service law. As
federal monies for legal aid have de-
clined, the commitment of students to
practicing in this area is vital to main-
taining legal aid and assistance to all
people in need within our society.
At the same time that monies for
legal aid have disappeared, public
monies for higher education have also
been reduced. The University of Maine
School of Law now supports the full
cost of the J.D. education through
private tuition dollars. Law School
tuition, at $9,000 for Maine residents
and nearly twice that for out-of-state
students, is at an all-time high requir-
ing a significant investment.
The collision of these two trends
means that it has become extremely
difficult for students wishing to prac-
tice public interest law to do so because
1) they have tremendous educational
loans to repay and 2) public interest
law positions traditionally pay very low
salaries.
brag on our remarkable percentage of
participation to my fellow Law Deans
around the country. Many of them
would love to be within ten percent of
our percentage of contributors. Vy'e
continue to benefit from the splendid
25th Reunion gifts to the School. We
continue to build other portions of our
very modest endowment.
Challenges: In common with law
schools around the nation, we have
seen a decline in the number of appli
cants for Law School in the last few
years. Law school deans are all specu-
lating whether this is a permanent
downturn or a temporary blip. We are
assuming that we are facing a perma-
nent change. This has encouraged us to
concentrate our efforts to recruit the
most talented new students. It has
encouraged us to add to our career
counseling and placement work. It
Most law schools have responded to
these national trends by funding a Loan
Repayment Assistance Program
(LRAP). For the past two years, a stu-
dent committee at the Law School has
worked to develop an LRAP. The
LRAP is intended "to encourage and
facilüate decisions to work in a public
interest capacity" by providing a fund
which will repay private and state
guaranteed educational loans for those
choosing to undertake legal work for
the poor in the public sector. Charles
Dow '97 and Rebekah Smith '98, co-
presidents of MAPIL (Maine Associa-
tion for Public Interest Law) tn 1996-97,
as well as new MAPIL co-Presidents
Pamela Holmes '99 and Taylor Roark
'99, and committee members Aaron
Baltes '98, Will Gardiner '98, Gerald
Jones '99, and Ron Schneider '96 re-
searched LRAP programs at other law
schools, and developed a proposal for a
Maine Law LRAP. The proposal was
presented to the Board of the Alumni
Association and was revised and re-
fined with the assistance of a Board
LRAP Committee chaired by Martha
encourages us to consider the rich
array of non-traditional opportunities
for law trained men and women. Legal
training prepares students well for
work in business, government, non-
profit organizations adminishation.
We continue to be a part of a chal-
lenged but optimistic Universþ of
Maine System which provides public
higher education in Maine. Over the
last few years we have worked with the
System and the University of Southern
Maine to define the proper role of the
Law School in the world of the late
1990s. Progress has been made in
giving us needed autonomy while
continuing our ties to public higher
education. The work is not done. But, I
am pleased with our progress.
Summer awaits. The Class of 2000
will soon be on our doorstep. The very
best to all ofyou. r
Freeman '80. The Alumni Association
Board voted unanimously at its March,
1997 meeting to accept the LRAP
proposal.
MAPIL has worked diligently to
raise funds for public interest summer
fellowships as well as for LRAP. Seed
funding for LRAP came from a
$10,000 grant from the Joyce Mertz-
Gilmore Foundation, and MAPIL has
added additional funds to LRAP. At its
March meeting, the Alumni Associa-
tion voted to allocate $5,000 from the
1996 Annual Fund to LRAP, and indi-
cated a strong preference to continue
annual contributions of $5,000 from
the Law School Annual Fund until the
total Alumni Association contribution
is $20,000. The goal is to build an
LRAP Fund of $50,000, which will
provide loan repayment support to at
least one person every year.
The full MAPIL report on LRAP is
available in the Alumni Association
Office for anyone to review. I
Loan Repayment Assistance Program
&
Tammy l(íIlcox, Dírector,
Career Servìces Office
Introduction
The mission of the Career Services
Office (CSO) is to assist individual
students and alumni with career plan-
ning and development. Contrary to
what some may believe, the present
market is penetrable, and there are jobs
out there for law school graduates and
attomeys with experience wishing to
make a career change. The market,
however, is certainly tighter than it was
in the late eighties forcing employment
seekers ofall levels ofexperience to be
better versed in job hunting and more
persistent than in years past. The ma-
jority of the CSO professionals' time is
spent counseling students and alumni
on an individual basis. In addition,
during the past year, the CSO provided
a number ofresources and services to
over 270 students, as well as a substan-
tially increasing number of alumni and
reciprocity students.
Tammy Willcox has completed her
fifth and final academic year as Career
Services Director at the University of
Maine School of Law, and is looking
forward to puisuing exciting new op-
portunities with her family in North
Carolina. The search for the new Ca-
Resources and
Publications
The Advocate: The Advocate is a
bi-weekly newsletter for the students
which regularly includes job listings,
interviews with attorneys, profiles of
organizations, articles on career plan-
ning, information about upcoming
legal community events like all local
Women's Law Network meetings, the
MSBA Continuing Legal Education
Programs, job updates, resource
reviews and alumni information. In the
1996-1997 academic year's twenty-one
editions, we posted 195 jobs, of which
JJ werc inMaine, and 118 were outside
the state. Additionally, 59 jobs were
posted through The Advocate's twelve
summer Classified Opportunities.
The Maine Connection: The
Maine Cormection is a monthly graduate
job bulletin which highlights job
openings in Maine, New England and
many other areas of the country. Cate-
gories include private practice, public
interest, academia, business/corporate,
clerkships/fellowships, environmental,
international, government and alter-
native setfings. Over 470 positions
were published this year to over 225
subscribers.
Maine Women's Law Directory:
As a joint project with the MSBA
Women's Law Section, the CSO is
currently expanding the directory listing
to include more than 400 women
attorneys and their areas ofpractice.
Area of Practice Charts: A few
years ago the CSO and the other member
schools of The Northeast Law Place-
The Career Services Offïce
Year In Review 1996-1997
reer Services Director is currently
underway, and has generated a great
pool of applicants. Two alumni from
the Class of 1996, Bill Savage and
Carolyn DeGrinney, are now working
with the CSO to ease the transition for
students through the fall interviewing
season. We look forward to welcoming
our new Director soon.
ment Consortium developed "Area of
Practice Charts" for Maine, Massachu-
setts, New Hampshire, Vermont and
Connecticut. The charts list all firms
with two or more practitioners, along
with the address and phone number,
contact names and the areas in which
the firms practice. It is a necessary
supplement to Martindale-Hubbell
listings and is updated annually.
Video Library: The CSO now
regularly videotapes programs for
students or alumni with scheduling
conflicts. The CSO most recently
videotaped the Maine Board of Bar
Examiners at the law school providing
insights to those students plaruring to
take the Maine Bar Exam. The CSO
also shows selected videotapes of
Continuing Legal Education Seminars
held by the MSBA.
Activities and
Programs
On Campus Interviewing: During
the Fall of 1996 and Spring of 1997,
approximately 34 employers interviewed
on campus for between one and five
summer clerkship or ne\ry associate
positions each. Nearly all categories of
employers were represented, including
large and small firms, public interest
organizations, govemment, and a variety
ofbusinesses.
Visit by Noted Author Ellen
Alderman: Ms. Alderman is a former
New York City documentary film
producer, entertainment lawyer and
coauthor of In Our Defense: The Bill of
Rights in Action and The Right to
Privacy with her Columbia Law School
classmate Caroline Kennedy. Students
had the opportunity to meet with her,
have lunch and enjoy an informal
conversational setting.
InformatÍonal Sessions: The CSO
hosted informational sessions detailing
opportunities for law school graduates
in different organizations. This past
year, sessions included representatives
a
from National Life of Vermont, the
Marine Corps JAG Program, and a
session profiling the market for employ-
ment in Boston and Worcester, MA.
Resume Review: The CSO held a
workshop dedicated solely to cover
letter and resume writing. All students
were then invited to submit resumes in
an OCI resume drop at the beginning
of the fall semester and at any time
throughout the year, for review and
critique by the CSO professionals. In
addition, the CSO distributed a hand-
book with helpful examples and
suggestions for resumes, cover letters,
writing samples and reference lists.
Interview Workshops: The CSO
sponsored two workshops in the fall
during,which two former interviewers
from large law firms provided informa-
tion and answered questions about
resumes, cover letters, and interviewing
techniques. An additional interviewing
workshop was held for first year stu-
dents in the spring semester.
Mock Interviews: The Fifth Annual
Mock Interview Morning featured 20
attomeys who spent a Saturday morning
conducting practice interviews to help
students polish their interviewing
skills. Each student had two or more
interviews, after each of which they
received constructive criticism and
suggestions from the interviewer. The
day ended with a luncheon and question/
answer session, which was a great
opportunity for the students and attor-
neys to meet each other. Mock inter-
views were also held for alumni and
fust year students in the spring se-
mester on an as requested basis.
Myers-Briggs Group and Individ-
ual Evaluations: The Career Services
Office continues to provide students
and alumni with the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator, one of the most popular
self-assessment tools. The Myers-
Briggs gives students an opportunity to
understand their own and differing
personality types. Small groups of ten
to fifteen students meet for an evalua-
tion session after taking the MBTI.
Both group and individual evaluation
sessions were held this year, involving
over 15 students and alumni.
Summer Opportunities: The CSO
facilitated the summer fellowships and
intemships of 46 students. Students
applied for Maine Association for
Public Interest Law grants, Environ-
mental Law Society grants, Legislative
Internships, Bernstein District Court
Fellowships, and Judicial Internships.
Each application was reviewed by a
panel comprised of the Dean, profes-
sors and students. Funded surnmer
opportunities include work with the
York County Domestic Violence Legal
Response Project, Legal Services for
the Elderþ, the Family Crisis Outreach
Service of Harlem, the Maine Audubon
Society, the Aviation and Admiralty
Section of the U.S. Department of
Justice, the Volunteer Lawyer's Project
and Pine Tree Legal Assistance.
Lawyers Lunch: This new pro-
gram pairs interested students with an
area practitioner to have lunch and
informally discuss the practice of law.
Guests included Chief Justice Daniel
Wathen '65; Maine Attorney General
Andrew Ketterer; Andrew Geoghegan,
Esq., General Counsel of Hannaford
Brothers, Inc.; Robert Nagy, Esq., '72,
of the Connecticut Office of the Attor-
ney General; Lee Urban, Esq., formerly
of Pierce Atwood and now counseling
non-profit organizations; M. Michaela
Murphy, Esq., '83, of Daviau, Jabar &
Batten; and Kevin Haley, Esq., '94, of
Brann & Isaacson.
Bernstein District Court Fellow-
ship Program: For three consecutive
summers, the Office matched district
courtjudges and student volunteers for
part-time positions. This summer,
eight students will work with a district
court judge and have several mentoring
lunches with Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer
& Nelson attorneys. Each position is
now funded for $1250 for 20 hours per
week for 10 weeks thanks to a bequest
from the estate of Selma Bernstein,
widow of Louis Bernstein, former
Dishict Court Judge.
Judicial Intern Program: In addi-
tion to the Bernstein District Court
Fellowship Program, this year the CSO
placed five judicial interns with the
Maine Supreme Judicial Court, seven
judicial interns with the Superior
Court, and one judicial intern will be
working with a United States Magis-
trate Judge. This has become a favorite
employment opportunity for first year
law students.
First Year Orientations: The CSO
held four two hour orientation sessions
for the first year class. Students were
encouraged to begin thinking about
their career goals, participated in sever-
al group discussion exercises and were
provided information about the career
services offered at the Law School.
Community Connections: The CSO
organized a visit to the Cumberland
County Courthouse, where students had
the opportunity to meet with local
courthouse denizens and see the practi-
cal side of practicing law. Additionally,
the CSO successfully linked over 50
students with practicing female attor-
neys for a mentoring session and lunch.
Judicial Clerkship Workshops:
Two judicial clerkship workshops were
held to famlliartze students with the
clerkship application, interview and
selection process. In addition, the office
prepared clerkship handouts for each of
the New England states and created
and compiled position descriptions
from former clerks.
Board of Bar Examiners Informa-
tional Session: The CSO ananged a
presentation by the Board of Bar Exam-
iners. Five representatives from the
Board explained the bar exam process
and answered students' questions.
Young Lawyers Events: The CSO
facilitated University of Maine law
students' involvement with the Young
Lawyers Division of the Maine State
Bar Association. This included a lL
and YLS cookout at the beginning of
the school year.
Special Student Rates for MSBA
CLEs: The CSO arranged for students
to take any Maine State Bar Association
Continuing Legal Education seminar for
just $25.00. The response to this offer
has been impressive, with approximately
75 students taking advantage of it.
Links to IVESTLAIV and LEXIS/
NEXIS: The CSO facilitated job search
workshops to encourage students to use
the employment search resources of
both WESTLAV/ and LEXIS/ÀIÐ(S
G
Students leamed to efficiently and effec-
tively navigate the resources beyond
those offered directþ within the CSO.
Events Outside
of Maine
The CSO regularly participates in
activities outside the state as part ofits
effort to continually expand career
1997 Bernstein District Court
Fellowships: Bernstein Dishict Court
Fellowships are funded with a bequest
from the estate of Selma Bernstein,
widow of Judge Louis Bernstein, late
senior partner in the Portland law firm
of Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson,
and who served for several years as
Recorder and Judge in the Portland Mruric-
ipal Court (now the Distict Court). Str¡dent
legal intems qpend the summer working for
the Distict Court system.
Tracy Balboni '98
Msxvtell Branson '98
Williøm P. Gørdiner '98
Kathleen G. KøhrI '98
Brice C. Pøul'98
MafiIee Ryøn'98
Susan Seøger'99
Mørc úl/eíntrøub '99
1997 Horace Libby Fellowship: Es-
tablished by the family and friends of
the late Horace Libby through individual
contributions. Given to students who
exemplify the dedication to the law and
the public welfare which characterized
Horace S. Libby's professional career.
Lauru H&rris 9& Maine Public
Utilities Commission
1997 Legislative Internships: Law
student interns are assigned to work
part-time in Maine Legislative leader-
ship offices during the summer months.
Intems work on a variety of non-partisan
matters which call on their legal, analyti-
cal, research, and policy training. Funds
for the internships come from the Annu-
al Fund and the Law School.
Joshuø Dow '99
Rose Gower'98
Elizabeth Pøpelian '99
Marc Veilleux'99
opportunities for Maine law students.
This past year the CSO sponsored the
Northeast Law Placement Consortium
Bi-Annual Conference for career ser-
vices professionals. This year the
Conference was held here in Maine.
Additional activities included: The
National Association for Public Inter-
est Law Fair in Vy'ashington, D.C.;
The Washington, D.C. Job Fair; and
The New Hampshire Legal Job Fair.
Summer Fellows (bøck row) Møtthew
Keegan '99, Jaye Rancourt '99, Taylor
Roørk'99 with Cu Chulsinn; (front
row) Daniel SøIvin '9f, ønd PømeIø
Holmes'99
MAPIL, ELS and \ilLAFellowships:
Maine Public Interest Law Fellowships
(MAPIL) are supported by contribu-
tions to the Alumni Arurual Fund and
funds raised by MAPIL at their annual
auction. During the summer, law stu-
dent interns work for projects that
provide direct legal aid to indigent
people; projects whose primary goal is
to provide direct legal services to peo-
ple who have been haditionally under-
represented or discriminated against;
and projects that ensure equal access to
the justice system. Conhibutions from
the Arurual Fund and Environmental
Law Society (ELS) fundraising events
enable student legal interns to work
with state or local agencies whose goal
is to benefit the environment. The
Women's Law Association (WLA)
donates money raised during the school
Comments and
Suggestions
The CSO is always interested in
new and improved 
"yays 
to provide
career services. Ifyou have sugges-
tions or comments, or would like addi-
tional information about the CSO,
please contact us at (207) 780-4796.a
year toward a fellowship that supports
a legal intern interested in working for
a project that promotes women's issues.
MAPIL: Robert Abbott '99,Pine
Tree Legal Assistance; Timothy Bou-
Iette '99, ME Volunteer Lawyers for
the Arts; Msxwell Brønson '98,Marne
Volunteer Lawyers forthe Arts; Cørrìe
Califuno' 9 9, Y olunteer Lawyer' s
Project; Møtthew Croy '98, Family
Crisis Outreach Service of Harlem;
Deborah Doagløs '99, Maryland Public
Defenders Office; Mími Fínneran' 98,
Legal Services for the Elderly; Møry Jane
Hallßsey' 99, Ma;ne Atirmey General's
Offrce; Saruh Heck '99, Legal Services for
lheBlderþ; Pamela IIoImes'99, Office of
Advocacy, ME Departrnent of Corrections;
Mrûhew Keegøn'99, NH Legal Assis-
tance; Melissø Koch '99,Hale & Dorr
Legal Services Center; Christopher
Mahoney '99, Court Appointed Special
Advocates; Pstr¡cia Mqrhers' 9 8, Pine
Tree Legal Assistance; Rebecca Mina-
høn'99, International Institute of
Boston; Iaye Rancourt'99, Maine
Association of Criminal Deferse Law-
yers; Tuylor Roark' 99, Maine Civ ll
Liberties Union; Heøther RusseII '99,
Legal Services for the Elderly; Daniel
Salvin'99, Sentencing Options;
ELSz Tømikø Coverdøle'98,
Neighborhood Defender Service of
Harlem; Ross M. Povenmíre'98,
Conservation Law Foundation; Møry
Ro e'98, Aviation and Admiralty Section
of the U.S. Departrnent of Justce; Am-
ber úl/ørd '99,Maine Audubon Society;
WLA: Christine Kennedy'99, Y ork
County Domestic Violence Legal
Response Project I
Fellowships Awarded to Summer Interns
e)
Fun, Food, Festivities at the
1997 Law Alumni Association Annual Dinner
Grøffam '67, recipient of the
second unnuøl "aniversily of Maine
Law Alumni Associttion Distingußhed
Senice Awørd"" wiÍh Dean Zillmun
"I came back from Sugarloaf to
attend this dirurer. . .and I'm glad I
did," said Alumni Association President
Kap Powers '73 as he introduced the
Annual Dinner program. "It was a
beautiful day on the ski slopes, and I
left my wife there with several law
school classmates whom I could not
persuade to drive to Portland, but it is
good to ses so many alums and students
here at our Arurual Dinner." It was
indeed a record crowd of 165 at the
Portland Country Club on Saturday
evening, April5, 1997. Among the
group were 85 alums, 32 students, 13
faculty and staff, and 35 spouses/friends.
Laura O'Hanlon'92, Alumni Asso-
ciation Board member, presented the
second annual "University of Maine
Law Alumni Association Distinguished
Service Award" to Ward Graffam'6J .
The framed certificate read "In recog-
nition ofhis distinguished legal career,
his contributions to international busi-
ness, his service to numerous civic and
community organizations, his generous
conhibution of time and talent to the
Alumni Association, to current stu-
dents, and to the Law School in gener-
al, his leadership of the Alumni Asso-
ciation as one ofits earliest Presidents,
his service as a member of the Law
School's Board of Visitors, and his
loyal and valuable interest in and ser-
vice to the University of Maine School
of Law." Ward Graffam took early
retirement from IINUM in late 1996
after 30 years with the company. Most
recently, he served at UNUM as presi-
dent of IINUM European Holding
Company, senior vice president of
LrNUM Life Insurance Company of
America, and chairman of UNUM
Limited, the UK's largest disability
insurer. Graffam currently serves as
chief operating officer of PACT 2000
where his primary focus is on overall
management of operations and finance
for the America's Cup Challenge
group. Graffam seryes as chairman of
the Maine International Trade Center
Board of Directors, a member of the
Governor's Advisory Council on Inter-
national Trade, a board member of the
Maine Maritime Museum and the
World Affairs Council. He is a past
commodore of the Portland Yacht Club.
Students Alison Beyea'97 and
Chuck Dow '97 spoke about life as law
students in the mid-1990's.
DeanZlllman spoke about the chal-
lenges facing the legal profession and
the efforts ofthe Law School to address
these challenges in ways which prepare
students effectively for their careers.
guest
Møry O'Mearø '97 enjoy the pre-dinner festivities.
Laura O'HønIon '92 introduces
lVørd Grafføm øt the AnnuøI Dinner.
Class Reunions were held for the
Classes of 1911 (20th Reunion - 8
alums); 1982 (15th Reunion - 6 alums);
1987 (1Oth Reunion - 14 alums); and
1992 (5th Reunion - 32 alums!). The
Reunion classes cocktail party began at
5:30 p.m., and it was a challenge to
interupt conversations and move the
Reunion classes down to the ballroom
for dinner. Reunion classes sat at spe-
cial reunion tables and seemed to enjoy
renewing acquaintances. Non-Reunion
alums also enjoyed hearing about the
Law School and seeing friends and
colleagues. I
snd
&
IfT EËffiMT ffi
MAPIL Co-Presídents, Pømelu Holmes
'99 outside the Løw School (toP) and
Tøylor Roark'99 øt the suction
Spring 1997
As the new co-presidents of the
Maine Association for Public Interest
Law (MAPIL), we wish to thank the
Universþ of Maine School of Law
Alumni Association for its contribution
to the Loan Repayment Assistance
Program (LRAP).
MAPIL is establishing a two-year
fellowship program to benefit University
of Maine School of Law graduates who
wish to practice public interest law but
will have difficulty meeting loan pay-
ments at the low salaries which public
interest work taditionally provides. One
fellow will be selected initially, although
the goal is to expand this program to
benefit more people in the future.
We are very excited, enthusiastic
and very, very grateful for the support
students and scholarship donors to
meet each other and talk about the
history bchind the scholarships as well
as share students' insights about law
school and their future plans. During
the 1996-L997 academic year the Law
School awarded 64 scholarships from
19 different scholarship funds. Other
assistance was provided to 36 students
though summer public interest fellow-
ships, including general public interest
To The Alumni Association that the Alumni Association has shownfor LRAP.
We are hopeful that within the next
couple of years, we will be able to begin
repaying the loans of a student who
graduates and works in the field of
public interest. The contribution by the
Alumni Assocation has brought us that
much closer to our goal to build a princi-
pal fund of $50,000. MAPIL is currentþ
planning fundraisers and researching
grants to meet the goal.
We thank you all for your support
and assistance. Anyone who has any
comments or suggestions may contact
MAPIL at the Law School. Thank You.
Sincerely,
Pamela Holmes
Taylor Roark
Co-Presidents, Maine Association for
Public Interest Law
fellowships (MAPIL), Bernstein Dis-
hict Court Fellows, legislative intems,
environmental law fellowships, and
several specific slrnmer fellowships.* r
*The Miller Scholarship and the
Hasler Scholarship each benefitted from
bequests and planned gifts which were
added to the endowments. In addition,
the Greenberg Scholarship moved closer
tofull funding.
Scholarship Reception
On Friday, March 28th, scholarshiP
donors and recipients gathered for the
Scholarship Reception held annually in
their honor. The reception provides the
scholarship recipients and the Law
School a chance to thank donors for
their support. Scholarships are increas-
ingly important in maintaining accessi-
bility to legal education in these times
of rising law school tuitions. The re-
ception also provides an opportunity for
Alumni Assocation Board Members David SiIk'85 and Mørk
Terison '78 with Alumni Assoc. Scholarship Recipients Lorrie
llthittaker '97, John Melendez'98 ønd Henry Shønoski '97
a)
Justice Abrøhøm M. Rudmøn Scholørship recipients
Thor Erickson '97, Christinø D'Appolonia '98 snd
Daniel Eichorn '98
t
Scholarship Recipients for the
199 6-1997 Academic Year
Alumnì Associøtion Scholørshíp :
Tracy L. DeVoll
William P. Gardiner
John Melendez
Amanda P. O'Reilly
Gregory J. Orso
MaryK. Roe
Henry I. Shanoski
Stephen C. Smith
William D. St. Lawrence, Jr.
V/illiam K. Tenill
Sharon M. Wheeler
Lorrie E. Whittaker
New Hampshire Alumni
Scholarshíp:
Erik T. Barstow
Verm,ont Alumni Scholørshíp :
Aaron T. Morel
Richard H. Armstrong
Scholørship:
Tracey A. Turner
lilomen's Løw Associøtion
Scholørship:
Katherine J. Faragher
lliley Fømily Scholarship:
Mary E. O'Meara
Men's Løw Association
Scholørshíp:
Brice C. Paul
Americøn College of Trial
Lawyers Scholarship:
Mark J. Fischler
Kenneth and Mørjorie Bøird
Scholørship:
Laura C. Harris
Humphrey H. Johnson
Michael V/. Safko
Israel Bernsteín Memorial
Scholarchìp:
Brian J. O'Donnell
Rebekah J. Smith
Harry P. Glassman
Memoriøl Scholørshíp:
Michael J. Canavan
Andrew R. Sarapas
Katherine Skorpen-Claeson
Samantha L. Standish
Morrís & Sylvia Greenberg
Scholarship:
Bernard J. P. Broder, III
Judianne M. Skehan
Pierce B. und Arlana K. Hasler
Memoriøl Scholarship:
Michael A. Fagone
Thomas A. Loureiro
Susan A. Pereira
Julie A. Mallet
Horace S. Líbby Memorial
Scholørship:
Aaron K. Baltes
Douglas F. Britton
Stephanie C. Flanary
Bryan T. Granger
Deborah M. Taylor
David Søntee MiIIer
Scholørship:
Alison Beyea
Laura A. Brooks
Philip L. Curcio
Patricia M. Mathers
CherylM. Mooney
Melinda A. Patterson
Justíce Hørold J. Rubin
Scholarshíp:
Kimberly J. Houghton
Rebecca C. Raskin
Justice Abrøham M. Rudman
Scholarshíp:
Christina J. D'Appolonia
Charles A. Dow
Daniel J. Eichorn
Thor N. Erickson
Sarah K. Hall
Laura C. Kilmartin
Patrick J. Mellor
Ross M. Povenmire
Jennifer R. Raymond
Heather J. Silverstein
Chørles lla. Smíth Memoriøl
Scholørship:
Kirk G. Siegel
Violette-Lo mb ard S cholarshíp :
Maxwell Branson
Jerome J. Gamache
Brooke E. Porteous
Arure M. Pride
Matthew J. Roop
Laura C. Valleau
Peter ll/iley '89 with the lliley Famþ Scholarship recipient
Møry O'Meøra'97
Ðavid Søntee Miller Scholarshíp recípíents Laura Btooks '98,
Melindø Patterson '98 ønd Patríciø Møthers '98
&
President's
Column
Keith (Køp) A. Powers '73
I was pleased to attend the May l8
graduation ceremony at Meruill Audi-
torium in City Hall for the class of
1991. I participated by awarding the
Sidney Wernick writing prize to Kirk
Siegel and the Alumni Association
Scholarship to Chunhua Li. I couldn't
help but think this was both an end and
beginning for the 9l newest graduates
ofour Law School.
Where have these students been?
Before entering school, all had gradu-
ated from and done well at traditional
four-year colleges. They were older
than students of my era, with an aver-
age age of 28 when entering law
school. Many had worked in govern-
ment or the private sector; many
already had an advanced degree. They
were technologically advanced and
well versed in computers, word pro-
cessing and the Internet.
During their three years in law
school, they continued their technolog-
ical advance in research and otherwise.
Many students participated in law
school activities such as moot court,
trial advocacy, support for public inter-
est law, Clinic, Student Bar Associa-
tion and many others. Their days and
nights were full. They proceeded from
the survival mode of the f,rrst year to
the anticipation of entering the legal/
business world. They challenged the
faculty, obtáined a well-rounded legal
education, and developed plans and
goals for their future.
o
Where are these graduates going?
Many, though not as great a percentage
as before, will enter the numerous
traditional areas of legal practice.
Several have obtained federal and state
clerkships for one year. A number will
enter the solo or small f,rrm practice of
law. Others have obtained a position
with læger firms, state govemmental
agencies, district attomeys' offrces, and
even big business and corporations.
Some will move back to their home states
to practice in a number of these frelds.
More and more will begin non-
traditional legal careers. This is likely
at least a partial result ofthe tightening
of the traditional market. Some will be
consultants of one type or another;
some will be entrepreneurs; some will
join in traditional business ventures;
some will mediate and arbitrate; and
others will seek to generate interna-
tional trade and perhaps even open a
restaurant. Most will succeed, and
some may fail, at least temporarily.
Among those who have been out of
law school for twenty or more years, I
still hear whispers of complaints about
the fact that new lawyers have emerged
and are supposedly flooding the mar-
ket. Should we fear or shun these new
graduates?
My view is that almost all of our
newest graduates are very bright,
talented, and enthusiastic. They will
push the rest ofus to be better lawyers
and will challenge our traditional way
of thinking. They will provide us with
new opportunities for growth and
problem solving. They will continue
the technological advances in the law.
Their presence will generate some
competition, some new business, and
some new challenges for those already
entrenched in legal practice. They will
likely develop non-traditional areas of
the law or business that earlier graduates
have not even considered. These law-
yers also have and will nurture a sense
of obligation to the public interest.
It remains my view that we have
nothing to fear from these graduates.
The marketplace is very capable of
sorting out the skilled from the un-
skilled, the ethical from the unethical,
the client go-getters from the "worker
bees," and the zealous from the timid.
Our newest lawyers will be contribu-
tors in great part. Each one's new ideas
will feed their zest for the law and its
role in our society. They will help
many more individuals than they will
harm. They will hone those rough and
recently leamed legal skills to benefit
themselves, their clients and the rest of
our state and region.
I urge our nearly 2,200 alumni
representatives to welcome the newest
graduates of our Law School. Remem-
ber that you were in a similar situation
not too long ago. Some of us could
even now use their drive, their opti-
mism, and their will to contribute.
Give them an opportunity to succeed.
I doubt they will disappoint you. I
1997
AIumni
Association
Board
Officers:
Keith A. Powers '73, President
F. Mark Terison '78, Vice-President
Diane Dusini '87, Secretary
David P. Silk '85, Treasurer
Directors:
Joseph M. Baldacci '91
James M. Bowie '77
Martha L. Casey '82
Martha E. Freeman '80
Roberty V. Hoy '83
Louise M. McCarthy '92
Duncan A. McBachern '68
Walter F. McKee '93
Peter C. McKemey '77
James F. Molleur '79
Lawrence J. Mullen '81
Laura M. O'Hanlon'92
Donna M. Ryan '88
David S. Silsby '58
Paula D. Silsby '76
Kathryn L. Vezina '90
Arlyn H. Weeks '81
Elizabeth C. Woodcock '88
Thad B. Zmistowski '89
Dean Donald Zillman, Ex Officio
Mary P. Nelson, Executive Director
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1997 Honor
Graduates
1997 Graduation Awards
Summa Cum Laude
Michael Fagone
Kirk Siegel
Magna Cum Laude
Alison Beyea
Laura Healey
Chunhua Li
Thomas Loureiro
Susan Pereira
Brooke Porteous
Katherine Skorpen-Claeson
Timothy Woodhouse
Cum Laude
Kurt Adams
Laura Beardsley
Douglas Britton
Michael Canavan
Paula Colello
Mary Beth Crocket
Stephanie Flanary
Dawn Gallagher
Jerome Gamache
Bryan Granger
Heidi Grygiel
Jaime Jackson
Humphrey Joh¡son
Stephen Jordan
William Mclaughlin
Gregory Orso
Sandra Parker
Joseph Pickering
Bronwen Pierson
Rebecca Raskin
Jennifer Raymond
And¡ew Robinson
Ande Smith
Lorri Whittaker
Honor graduates and two of the four
Faculty Signfficønt Achievement
Awurd recìpíents Rebeccs Røskin und
Thomøs Loureíro
Awards
Faculty Scholsstic Achievement Award -
This award is given to that member of
the senior class who achieves, over
three years oflaw study, the highest
academic average: Michael X'agone;
Kirk Siegel
Cumberland Bar Association Award -
This annual award is presented to the
graduating senior who, in the determi-
nation of the faculty, has made the
greatest contribution to the development
of the school through scholarship, work
tnthe Maine Law Review, and other
student activities: Michael Canavan
F aculty Significant Achiev ement
Awards - These awards are presented to
members of the senior class whose
academic performance and/or overall
contribution to the school have been
significant: Alison Beyea; Thomas
Loureiro; Rebecca Raskin; Timothy
Woodhouse
Gignonx Awardþr Appellate Advocaqt -
This award is for the graduating
senior(s) who has demonshated excel-
lence in advocacy skills through moot
courl programs: Robert LeBrasseur;
David Scannell
Faculty Awardfor Trial Advocacy -
Awarded for outstanding performance
in advocacy courses: Mark Fischler;
Kimberly Houghton
West Scholastic Achievement Awards -
Awarded for outstanding academic
performance in four selected areas of
the curriculum: (family law) Katherine
Skorpen-Claeson; (evidence) Gregory
Orso; (health law) Sandra Parker;
(real estate law) Michael Fagone
American Bankruptcy Institute Medal
for Excellence in Bankruptcy Studies-
Jerome Gamache
Independent Writing Project Award -
Awarded for the best Independent
Writing Project, judged by a committee
of Faculty members appointed by the
Dean: Ande Smith, "Decoupling Verti-
cally-Integrated Electric Utilities: An
Antitrust Analysis of Competing Ap-
ptoaches"
Maine Stqte Bar Association Pro Bono
Student Award - Awarded to a student
whose law-related services to the com-
munity, without compensation or edu-
cation credit, exemplifies the legal
profession's tradition ofpro bono
service. The recipient is selected by the
Dean and Faculty after consultation
with the President of the Maine State
Bar Association: Mary Beth Crocket
Student Bsr Association Award - For
distinguished service to the student
body: ChuckDow
Law Alumni Association Award - The
recipient of this award is that person
who, in the determination of the facul-
ty, is an outstanding member of the
senior class: Chunhua Li
Wernick Prize þr Legal lYriting - This
award was established last year by
friends and former colleagues to honor
the memory of Justice Sidney Wernick.
It is given to the student who has sub-
mitted the best piece of legal scholar-
ship during the year: Kirk Siegel,
Maíne Law Review Comment "Vy'eigh-
ing the Costs and Benefits of Property
Tax Exemption; Nonprofit Organiza-
tion Land Conservation" I
One of the recþients of the Føculty
Awardþr Trial Advocacy, Mark Fischler &
A Time for New Beginnings
Law School Commencement 1997
David F. Scønnell'97 was chosen by his cløssmates to speak at graduation.
viduals they were before entering law
school who already understood the
difference between right and wrong and
good and evil. Scannell noted that one
of the pitfalls of being a lawyer can be
thinking only as a lawyer, not as an
individual. He gave special notice to
his classmates "the plate spinners" who
balanced law school demands with
raising families. He concluded his talk
by urging classmates to "embtace
change" and "remember to keep the
whimsy in their lives." Quoting V/endy
in the story of Peter Pan, he reminded
them to "always remember how to fly."
Keynote speaker Professor Ernest E.
Smith, Chair in Natural Resources Law
at the Universþ of Texas and former
Visiting Godfrey Professor at the Uni-
versþ of Maine Law School, told the
graduates that he was "delighted to be
back in Maine." "There are 49 states in
the union," he said, "and then there's
Maine."
Smith spoke about legal profession-
alism and what it means to be a lawyer.
"Characteristics such as honesty, integ-
rity and good character are not unique
to the legal profession," he noted. "The
pursuit ofjustice and fairness is the
centrality ofwhat our profession is all
about." Smith pointed out that good
grades and high LSAT scores do not
predict who will become a good lawyer.
Former Visíting Godfrey Professor'
Ernest E. Smith addresses the grada'
atíng class.
Iile shall not cease from exploration
and the result of all our exploring will
be to arrive where we started and know
the place for the first time. . . .
Presiding over the graduation cere-
monies held on May 18, 1997, atPort-
land City Hall's Merrill Auditorium,
Dean Donald Zlllman welcomed Uni-
versity of Maine System Trustee Al
Glickman who congratulated the law
students on their achievement. Dean
Zillman also read a letter written to the
graduates by University of Southern
Maine President Richard Pattenaude
who conveyed his regrets for not being
able to participate in the commence-
ment exercise. He advised them to
"enjoy this special day and all the joy it
brings and leave here proud ofwhat
you have accomplished."
In his address Dean Donald Zillman
listed some of the many changes that
have occurred during the past two years
and nine months, the measure of time
in the life ofa law student. "I feel very
pleased by much that we have accom-
plished together over the last three
years," he commented. "Those with
perfect memories may recall that I
challenged you on your first day ofLaw
e)
School that you had an obligation to
make this a better place." He recalled
some of the many legacies the students
left behind: "strong work on publica-
tions; a growing legal writing and moot
court program; a record of excellence
in trial advocacy; and consistent and
selfless service through the Cumber-
land Legal Aid Clinic and other service
programs to the disadvantaged citizens
of Maine."
DeanZillman also announced the
establishment of the Elmer Violette
Endowment for International Pro-
granu, a fund that will allow students
and faculty to expand international
exchanges and related activities. "Es-
tablished in the name of a distin-
guished son of Maine, lawyer, legisla-
tor, civic leader, and Justice of the
Supreme Judicial Court, Elmer Violette
has made the kind of contributions to
his community and State Ihat great
lawyers make," said Zillman. He then
asked retired Justice Violette to stand
and be honored for his interest in and
dedication to the Law School.
In his student address David F.
Scannell challenged his 90 graduating
classmates to combine their law degree
with who they are as people, the indi-
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Smith counted a student's interest in
leaming and the ability to make their
own way in the world as imPortant
predictors ofsuccess as a lawyer, "I
have taught law for 34 years," said
Smith, "and this class would rank at
the top."
Dean Zillman announced the 1997
L. Kinvin Wroth Award which honors
a distinguished graduate of the Law
School, á graduate who has achieved
distinction in hislher legal work and
has made outstanding contributions to
the community, the State, and the Law
School. "The award honors the recipi-
ent," said DeanZlllman. "This year's
recipient, Rosalyne Bernstein '86, also
honors the award." He went on to note
Rosalyne Bernstein '86 wøs the recíp-
ient of the L. Kínvin ll/roth Alumni
Awørd.
Roz Bernstein's many accomplish-
ments in the legal world and in the
public interest while juggling all her
successes with raising a family. "At the
risk of political incorrectness, beyond
every strong and famous woman, there
stands a handsome and supportive
helpmate," commented ZllLman tn
recognizing Roz' husband and Visiting
Law School Professor Sumner Bemstein.
Assistant Dean Barbara Gauditz
presented awards on behalf ofthe fac-
ulty (see complete list of award recipi-
ents). Wearing two hats, Alumni Asso-
ciation President Keith Powers '73
presented the Alumni Award to out-
standing class member Chunhua Li
who, despite cultural and language
Deun Donald Zillman with Løw Alumni Associøtion Award Recipient'
Chunhuø Li '97 (left) ønd his wife, Nøncy Wan '96
differences, achieved the status of
graduating magna cum laude. Repre-
senting Preti, Flaherty, Beliveau and
Pachios, Powers presented the "Justice
Sidney W. Wernick Prize for Legal
'Writing," named after the firm's
founding partner, to Kirk Siegel, for
lnis Mqine Law Review Comment
"Weighing the Costs and Benefits of
Property Tax Exemption; Nonprofit
Organization Land Conservation."
The ceremonies concluded with
Professor Orlando Delogu reading the
names of the graduates. Dean Donald
Zillman and Registrar Frances Tucker
handed out the diplomas. Following the
formal ceremony, family and friends
joined the graduates for a celebration.
. . . Through the unknown, remem-
bered gate. When the last of earth left
to discover. Is that which was
the beginníng; . . .,
' Little Gidding V, Four Quartets,
T.S. Eliot (1 943).
,. Ibid.
Ernest Smith, Trustee Albert Glickman, Rosølyne Bernsfein'86 and Deøn ZiIIman
all pørticipøted in the 1997 Maíne School of Løw graduation.
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Commenc
Student Speøker Døvid Scannell andfømily
Bond and Britton (Chris and
Doag)
Shannon Courville snd Jonsthøn Goldberg
Grøduøtíng Class of 2015?
ßryce Weøtherly cøme qll the wøy from
Seøttle, Wøshìngton, to joìn his cløssmøtes.
KurtAdøms (príor to urobìng'), TimWoodhouse
ønd B,I Broder Gradustes Mørk Fischler
øndAlison Beyea
Law Review Editor-in-Chief Mike Canavøn
ønd the inefføble Andrew Robinson
Trøcey Turner, Brooke Porteous, ønd
Cøtherine Capobiønco
ø
An elated Chuck Dow
ment 1997
Møry O'Meara, law school gradaate ønd
outstanding mom
Casey
and Jønessø Gerard reviewíng pictures
Graduøte Rebeccø Røskin (efQ ønd the "Ruskin
Fømìly" women
Jim Høll wøs swørded s
joint degree in luw and
master of ørts degree in
Publíc Policy.
(L to R) Nancy Morín, Mary O'Mearø,
Greg Orso, and Devín Garramone
Son Mitchell, wíth dad, Thød Døy Julie Brady ønd Mike Bosse '96
(back to) Míke Krømer chøts with Williøm Johnson
ønd Steve Jordøn
Thød Døy, Professor Ernest Smith, ønd
Alumni Awørd llinner Chanhuø Lí
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lg96Annual Report of Giving
Møry P. Nelson, Dírector,
Alumni Relatìons & DeveloPment
I 1996 Annual Fund
Throughout 1996, alumni and
friends of the Law School built on the
Annual Fund theme "You're part of a
successful past; . . .be part of a suc-
cessful future." 1026 donors (the
largest number ever) contributed
$155,497.26 (the biggest Law School
Annual Fund ever). The 1996 Annual
Fund was SVzo/o above the 1995 Annual
Fund. Donors increased by I l%! This
demonstration of commitment to the
Law School is very satisfring. Private
support enables the Law School to
provide scholarship assistance to
many students, to fund student fellow-
ships during the summer, to communi-
cate regularly with alumni and friends,
to build a Loan Repayment Assistance
Program, and to support a number of
programs at the Law School which
enrich the educational experience and
insure the high quality of Maine's
legal education.
Perhaps the most stururing statistic
of all from the 1996 Annual Fund is
the fact that 42Yo of alumni/ae contrib-
uted to the campaign. This is a re-
markably high level of participation
for any educational institution. As a
member of the Board of Visitors wrote
to Dean Zilknan, "That 42o/o stands
out." Indeed, statistics compiled by
the American Association of Law
School's Section on Institutional Ad-
vancement notes that average alumni
participation among public law
schools in annual fund-raising cam-
paigns is slightly below 20%. Even
private law schools have an average
alumni participation rate of only
slightly more than 20o/o. Tttere are less
than five law schools nationwide
(none of which are public) which have
a higher rate of alumni pa*icipation in
the Annual Fund than the University
of Maine School of Law. Leading the
way, and shattering all previous
records, was the Class of 1974. Class
Fund Agent Peter Fessenden succeed-
ed in persuading 80% ofhis class-
mates to contribute to the 1996 Annu-
al Fund! Every class can aspire to this
level of participation in the Annual
Fund. It is the legal education each
alum received at Maine Law School
which prepared them to be successful
in their careers, and it is rewarding to
have such a strong showing of support
and appreciation for the Law School.
Every gift, no matter what size, is
important.
This ongoing relationship with the
Law School which exists in Maine is
due in no small part to the personal
connections which are nurtured regu-
larly. A wonderfirl group of class fund
agents called classmates, wrote notes,
and persuaded their friends that a
contribution to the Law School Annu-
al Fund was a good thing! The Dean
maintained contact with alums and
friends through regular letters, col-
umns in the Alumni Quarterly, and
frequent visits with alums and friends.
Personal visits and contacts with al-
ums over the cowse of the year num-
bered several hundred.
The 1996 Annual Fund also had
100% participation among the faculty
of the Law School. This was a dramat-
ic increase from 57%o in 1995. In a
small law school, where faculty are
asked to contribute in a number of
different ways in addition to their
teaching responsibilities, the fact that
every faculty member made a gift to
the Law School clearly demonstrates a
dedication to the Law School and its
mission and states unequivocally that
faculty understand that insuring the
future excellence of the Law School is
a shared responsibility.
The large majority of the Annual
Fund is given as un¡estricted. The
1996 unrestricted annual fund dollars
supported student scholarships, srmrmer
public interest fellowships, newly
established summer legislative in-
ternships, a contribution of $5,000 to
the newly established Loan Repayment
Assistance Program (LRAP), production
of the Alumni Quarterly, and funds for
general program enrichment at the
Law School. Resricted gins are directed
to building endowed scholarships, to
the Garbrecht Library, to the Clinic,
and to student teams and organizations.
I Law Firm Program
For the first time, the Law School
Annual Fund had a formally organized
law firm program. This new program
- 
the 100% Participation Progr
was directed to those law firms or
companies employing three or more
Maine Law graduates. A "law school
annual fund frm (or company) agent"
was identified, and he/she was asked
to encourage all Maine Law graduates
in the firm to contribute to the 1996
Annual Fund. We have included with
this report a listing of all firmVcompanies
with 80% or better participation
among Maine Law alums in the 1996
Annual Fund. We expect to grow this
program into an important part of the
Annual Fund campaign.
r Mapil Auction
For the past 9 years, students in-
volved in MAPIL (Maine Association
of Public Interest Law) have raised
money through the MAPIL Auction.
With the 'osale" of the 'oDean for a
Day," and other special law school
items, this event is an energetic, enter-
taining, and successful fund-raiser.
The 1996 Auction raised $8,897.
Auction monies plus alumni annual
e)
Total Giving
Gifts from Alumni.....'.. ""' $109,285
Gifts from Friends s46'212
$155,497 Highest % Participation t974 - 80%
.....1973 - 630/o
1968 - 6lYo
1975,1990 - 600/0
.'. 1,026 Biggest o/o Increase.. 1968, from 22Yoto 61Yo
fund monies supported 15 students in
public interest fellowships during the
summer of 1996.
¡ 25th Reunion Gifts
The tradition of raising a sPecial
25th Reunion gift continues. The
Class of l97l decided to direct its
25th Reunion fund-raising to a schol-
arship established in memory of three
of their classmates who have died
since graduation. The Class of l97l
Memorial ScholarshiP will be fullY
funded at S20,000 within the next year
or tvvo as pledges are paid. Once the
principal reaches $20,000, the Law
School will begin awarding the Class
Number of Donors
Alumni Gifts ...........
Friend Gifts
Alumni Participation
Coffin Lecture .......
Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic .'...'..'.'...
Donald L. Garbrecht Law Library Endowment Fund..........
Justice Harry P. Glassman Memorial Scholarship Fund...'.
Edward S. Godfrey Endowment Fund "....'...
Edward S. Godfrey Loan Fund.........'
Pierce B. & Arlana K. Hasle¡ Memorial Scholarship Fund
Independent Writing Program......'
Note: #Matching Gift, *Deceased
1996 Annual Fund Highlights
of l97l Memorial Scholarship to a sÍ¡dent
who hæ demonsûated financial need'
I Capital and Endowment Gifts
Mrs. Eleanor Miller, mother of
David Santee Miller '74, who died
tragically in an automobile accident a
number of years ago, vacated a life
estate interest which she had main-
tained in a house in Boothbay Harbor
which she had given to the Law
School after her son's death' The
addition of the proceeds from the sale
of this property to the Miller Scholar-
ship have made this one of the largest
scholarship funds at the Law School.
The Miller Scholarship will provide
874
152
.'.,.,,42%
s97,375
$58,122
.... $ 1s3
three or four times the amount of
assistance it provided prior to Mrs.
Miller's most generous gift.
The Law School also received a
bequest from the estate of Mrs. Audrey
Kogut, mother of Arlana Kogut
Hasler. Pierce Hasler was a professor
at the Law School in the early 1970's.
He and his wife Arlana were tragically
killed in an aþlane accident in Alaska
in 1972. The Pierce and Arlana Hasler
Memorial Scholarship Fund was
established at that time bY their
colleagues, family, and friends. This
Scholarship Fund now provides schol-
arships to four students. I
............ sl25
............ $430
.. sl25
s3,595
....... s350
Restricted Gifts
Average Gift......
25th Reunion Gifts (Classes of 1970, l97l and 1972)...'. Sl l'400 Horace S. Libby Memorial Fund
Un¡estricted Gifts
Alumni Scholarships ... $ 160
$ l ,700American College of Trial Lawyers Scholarship
Dean Richard S. Armstrong Fund ......'..... .""' $880
Kenneth and Marjorie C. Baird Scholarshp Fund....'.......".... $250
Berman Lounge.. .... s300
Israel Bernstein Memorial Scholarship Fund .'. ".... "'...... " " S I' I 00
Henry N. Berry, III, Loan Fund .' $100
1974, from 44o/o to 80o/o
1985, from 34%oto 49o/o
Largest Gift ...... 1970: $9,670
1973:58,275
1971: $ó,825
Biggest Increase 1974: from $2,470 to $5,556
1968: from $1,850 to $3,500
1973: from $6,800 to $8,275
s435
Loper International Fund.... ....... s655
Maine Law Review $250
$125Men's Law Association Scholarship Fund "
lggíAnnual Fund Gifls to Restricted Funds
I
þ
s l ,l25
s2,575
s2,050
$3,099
$ 1,345
$1,192
$ 1,570
David Santee Miller Memorial Scholarship Fund
Moot Court Team Fund...
New Hampshire ScholarshiP Fund
Public Interest Summer Fellowship Program ....'
Thompson Fund for the Study of Marine Law ...
Justice Abraham M. Rudman Scholarship Fund
Charles W. Smith Memorial Fund
Trial Advocacy Competition
Vermont Scholarship Fund .
Wiley Family Scholarship Fund..........
Women's Law Association Scholarship Fund
L. Kinvin Wroth Fund.........
$900 s50
$1,312
s2,369
.... s50
........ $1,000
s2,657
$1,150
o
1996 Annual Fund Special Recognition Clubs
Anonymous'79
Eleanor M. Baker '78
Laurie L. Balmuth '80
Rosalyne S. Bemstein'86
James M. B,owie'77
Stearns J. Bryant, Jr. '68
J. Michael Conley, III '70
Edward E. Dillon, Jr.'71
Robert F. Hanson '71
RobertA. Laskoff '70
Anonymous'87
John B. Andrews '71
Kathleen Barry '80
Paul S. Bulger '85
Hon. Roland A. Cole '68
Eugene C. Coughlin, III '70
Edward F. Day, Jr.'73
Peter J. DeTroy, III "72
Rebecca H. Farnum '77
Robert W. Ferguson '63
David J. Fletcher '71
Douglas P. Franklin '71
Robert G.Frazier'78
Malcolm L. Lyons '70
Robert F. Macdonald, Sr
Talbott Miller '78
Francis J. O'Toole '70
John W. Sitarz'72
Jay F. Theise '70
Gary F. Thome '73
Ira J. V/aldman'76
Peter J. Wiley '89
Richard S. V/olfe '64
'69
Ward I. Graffam'6'7
Steven A. Hammond'77
William P. Hardy '73
David B. Hawkes '69
Geoffrey H.Hole'72
Joseph M. Jabar '71
Basil L. Kellis '68
Frank S. Kipp '74
Mark G. Lavoie '78
Margaret L. Lavoie '87
Edward D. Leonard, III '69
Peter C. McKenney '77
Hon John R. McKemarL Jr. '74
This club recognizes those who contributed at least $1,000 to the 1996 Annual Fund Campaign.
Charles and Genevieve Allen
Sumner T. Bemstein
Hon. Caroline D. Glassman
Dean Edward S. Godfrey
Robert and Dagmar Hamilton
Mrs. Dorothy Rubin
Dean L. Kinvin Wroth
Dean Donald N. Zillman
BAR/BN Bar Review
#KPMG Peat Marwick
Foundation
ME Assoc. for Public
Interest Law
Max Kagan Family Formdation
Muskie Frurd forlegal Services
Nelson & Small, Inc.
Women's Law Association
This club recognizes those who contributed at least $500 but less than $1,000 to the 1996 Annual Fund Campaign.
This club recognizes those who contributed at least $250 but less than $500 to the 1996 Annual Fund Campaign.
Robert J. Melnick '50
Carol L. Mitchell '88
Craig H. Nelson '69
Peter R. Roy '73
Hon. Ronald D. Russell '72
Mary L. Schendel'76
John E. Sedgewick '77
Kenneth E. Snitger '71
James S. Stolley'93
Benjamin P. Townsend '90
John C. Walker '71
Elizabeth C. Woodcock '88
Professor Colleen A. Khoury
William Pattison Kogut
Dr. David and Jeanne Kogut
Professor Martin A. Rogoff
Dr. Joseph Sataloff
#Con Edison
Estate of Karl S. Hooper
Northeast Law Placement
Consortium
The Gene R. Cohen
Charitable Foundation
Pasquale F. Maiorino '73
Barbara J. Mantegani '80
Michael K. Martin'89
Duncan A. McEachem '68
John D. McElwee '73
Paul S. McNamara'69
Robert E. Miller '66
Hon. Nancy Diesel Mills '82
Marc C. Owen'73
Sally Bradley Peacock '84
Richard M. Peirce '71
Hon. Paul T. Pierson'72
Glen L. Porter '78
Joseph M. Baldacci '91
Ronald S. Battocchi '74
Mary T. Bell'74
Thomas C.Bradley'92
Hon. William S. Brownell'71
James W. Case'74
Martha L. Casey '82
Janis Cohen '80
Robert L. Couturier '70
Hon. Charles L. Cragin '70
Ronald J. Cullenberg '71
Geoffrey K. Cummings'82
Michael R. Currie '80
Jean M. Deighan '76
Bryan M. Dench'75
Paul A. Devine '74
Margaret R. Downing '78
Thomas R. Downing '78
Diane Dusini '87
Linda Smith Dyer '80
Richard S. Emerson, Jr. '71
David J. Evans '78
Joseph B. Ezhaya '68
Peter C. Fessenden '74
Dwight A. Fifield '73
Gregory L. Foster '73
Alfred C. Frawley, llI'76
Sidney H. Geller '63
Alan D. Gibbons '75
Michael H. Griffin '73
Erik J. Heels '95
Robert V. Hoy '83
Bruce M. Jewis'77
Edward V/. Klein '79
Norman S. Kominsky'94
James S. Kriger '63
Stephen P.Lagoy'74
Robert A. Levine '88
Mary Arur Lynch'84
o
Keith A. Powers '73
Roderick R. Rovzar '73
John J. RYan '70
Frank J. Scanlon '73
Michael L. Sheehan '85
V/illiam P. Shumaker '87
David P. Silk '85
David B. Smit¡, Jr. '68
Charles W. Smith, Jr.'73
Terry N. Snow'73
Yilin Tang '90
ZhengyuTarg'92
Dorothy M. Wentworth'94
John A. Vy'oodcock, h.'76
Genrong Yu '89
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Hartley
*Professor Merle W. Loper
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Mary P.Nelson
Hon. David A. Nichols
Harold C. Pachios
Professor Alison Rieser
Lewis V. Vafiades
Professor Thomas M. Ward
Hon. Joyce A. Wheeler
#Fidelity Investrnents
Maine Community For¡ndation
This club recognizes those who contributed at least $100 but less than $250 to the 1996 Annual Fund Campaign.
Hon. Pamela D. Albee '83
Charles Andrews '69
James R. Austin '72
David M. Austin '74
Alex Auty '88
Brett D. Baber '85
Barry A. Bachrach'82
John E. Baker '79
Ernest T. Balivet '73
John R. Bass, II '78
Kevin J. Beal '91
Hon. Roland Beaudoin'77
Michael G. Bernier '87
HenryN. Berry,III'64
Frank H. Bishop, Sr. '71
Ronald L. Bissonnette '81
Melvin L. Bloomenthal '69
Robert J. Bocko '85
Ronald D. Bourque '72
George N. Bowden '74
Robert W. Bower, Jr. '85
Joel F. Bowie'72
Sarah Downs Bowie '77
Richard F. Breen, Jr.'67
Robert S. Briggs '73
Andrew L. Broaddus '80
Bemard J. P. Broder, lll'97
David A. Bronson '74
Michele Dorsey Brooks '93
Jeri E. Brown '85
Mary Kay Browne '91
Brenda M. Buchanan '90
Robert A. Burgess '79
M. Thomasine Burke '90
Elizabeth A. Burns '85
Natalie L. Bums '87
Elizabeth R. Butler '79
Louis B. Butterfield'88
Robert M. Butterfield '76
Hon. Susan V/. Calkins '70
Matthew E. Campbell'91
Michael E. Carpenter'83
Everett B. Carson '77
Elizabeth Anne Carton '82
Edgar S. Catlin, III '81
fuchard G. Cervtzzi'70
Paul W. Chaiken'74
Cynthia T. Churchill '84
Eve Hlavaty Cimmet'81
Perry H. Clark'73
Jeffery J. Clark '80
Alice E. Clifford '88
Ronald E. Colby,III'71
Joanne F. Cole '81
Sandra H. Collier '77
Paula M. Craighead '80
Kevin T. Crilly '88
Peter M. Cullen '85
William W. Darrow, Jr. '81
Edward David, M.D. '86
William L. Dawson, Jr. '89
Dorcas H. Deans '82
Robert Deschene '90
Mary B. Devine '83
David A. DiMuzio '73
Christopher C. Dinan '82
Arthur R. Dingley, D.O. '79
Donnelly S. Douglas'78
Robert G. Driscoll '76
Paul F. Driscoll '81
R. Terrance Duddy'80
Mark E. Dunlap '75
Martha D. Dunlap '80
Hon. James P. Dunleavy'68
Brett Harding Duxbury '91
Thomas A. Dyhrberg '83
Jane CampanaEarley'74
Robert L. Eddy, Jr. '69
Roger S. Elliott '63
Richard W. Elliott '65
Richard V/. Elliott, II '86
Ronald A. Epstein '77
Elliott L. Epstein '78
Gregory J. Farris '73
Martin J. Foley '78
Christine Foster '80
Hon. Paul A. Fritzsche '75
James E. Gagan'52
Peter N. Gardner '73
Ellen E. George '75
Thomas R. Gibbon'74
Alan D. Gibbons '75
Robef J. Gingras '70
Phyllis G. Gívertz'74
Hon. Peter J. Goranites '73
Vicki J. Gordan '80
Kevin F. Gordon '84
Paul R. Gosselin '76
James V. Grasso, Jr. '71
John O. Greenlaw '74
Peter W. Greenleaf '74
Professor David D. Gregory'68
Kristin A. Gustafson '87
James B. Haddow '86
John L. Hammond '75
V/illiam H. Hanson '82
Alan F. Harding '78
Charles A. Hawey, Jr.'74
Thomas W. Hennen'73
Peter C. Herbst '73
Susan P. Herman '79
Stephen Hessert '77
Richard L. Hill '68
Michael H. Hill '88
Paul J. Hirsch '68
John A. Hobson '83
Joseph M. Hochadel '74
Kenneth T. Hoffman '78
Joel E. Hokkanen '73
Peter V. Holden '73
Ann T. Hollyday '84
James A. Houle '81
Martha V/. Howell '74
V/illiam H. Howison '75
Susan E. Hunter '76
Bryce W. Ingraham'83
Rupert J. Jennings, III '80
Sue A. Jerome '86
Norine C. Jewell'87
Xiaoyan Jin '91
Rendle A. Jones '67
Jeffrey W. Jones '82
Gretchen L. Jones '89
Robert A. Juhas '88
William S. Kany '84
Maureen E. Keegan '85
Thomas R. Kelly '92
Marion T. Killian '96
Theodore H. Ki¡chner'77
Donald M. K¡eis '93
William O. LaCasse '83
David J. Lakari '84
R. Howard Lake '78
Leonard W. Langer '78
Mark W. Lawrence '90
Thomas G.Leahy'74
William C. Leona¡d '80
Alan J. Levenson '59
Kennet]r A. Lexier '91
Ka¡en B. Lovell '79
Jonathan R. Luce '68
Anne Lucey '91
Ignatius Maclellan '85
Thomas D. Maher '77
John P. Maley '68
Joseph C. Manera, Jr. '73
Jonathan T. Mann '94
John P. March, Jr.'92
Carol Martel-Riess '92
Simone D. Masse '84
o
Kim Matthews '75
Louise Marie McCarthy '92
John C. McCurry '84
Scott A. McGill '77
Elizabeth Beard
Mclaughlin '93
Michael G. Messerschmidt '78
Marcia Metcalf '92
Peter A. Meyer '84
Connie Fern Miller '75
Charles E. Miller '79
William J. Milliken '92
S. Peter Mills, III '73
Ann H. Moh¡kern '79
James F. Molleur '79
John H. Montgomery, lll'77
Jason D. Monzack'74
Stephen W. Moriarty '78
Stephen G. Monell '78
Lawrence J. Mullen '81
Robert A. Nagy '72
Patricia A. Nelson-Reade '88
Julie Nepveu '91
John C. Nivison, II '85
Gary J. Norton'74
Timothy H. Norton'88
Laura M. O'Hanlon '92
Constance P. O'Neil '79
Ray R. Pallas '73
Willard D. Pease '82
Robert C. Perkins '77
Anthony E. Perkins '85
Roy T. Pierce'92
David C. Pierson '93
Jonathan S. Piper '76
Ruth E. Plagenhoef '80
James D. Poliquin '81
Arure B. Poulin '73
Thomas E. Powers '84
Harvey Prager'94
Elizabeth A. Prather '92
Peter H. Priest '80
Linda Rossþol Ramsden '94
Robert B. Ravenelle '87
Wallace S. Reed'75
Samuel R. Reid, III '82
Jonathan W. Reitman '78
Deborah Buccina Rogers '81
Jaye Rooney'89
G. Steven Rowe '87
Ellsworth T. Rundlett, III '73
Geoffrey A. Rushlau '79
Dorura M. Ryan '88
Peter H. Rysman '74
John M. Safford '73
Joanne S. Sataloff'77
George C. Schelling '79
William J. Schneider '93
John L. Senning '69
Justin G. Sharaf '65
Barbara G. Shaw '94
Heidi Shealy'92
Alan E. Shepard '83
Bruce N. Shibles '87
Hon. Jill E. Shibles '89
Richard A. Shinay '80
Susan G. Shorey '81
David S. Silsby '58
Paula D. Silsby '76
David H. Simonds '82
Hon. James A. Skeel '75
Lynne P. Skeirik'92
Jane E. Skelton '88
John F. Slane, Jr. '74
Douglas M. Smith '74
Steven R. Smith'81
Brenda C. Smith-Weiss '84
Susan A. Sparaco '87
Valerie Stanfill '85
Jon C. Stanley '95
Joanne B. Steneck '87
Graydon G. Stevens '77
Daniel J. Stevens '88
V/illiam H. Stiles '95
Peter J. Stocks '88
Debra Stokes '80
Andrew Strongin'92
Joan Sturmthal '86
Mark E. Susi '79
Drew E. Swenson '84
Daniel P. Taber'75
Annee H.J. Tara '73
F. Mark Terison '78
Alan Thorndtke'76
Sarah Allison Thomton '76
James E. Tiemey '74
Kevin J. Tierney '76
A. Jeffrey Tomassetti '85
Frederick Torrisi '74
Kim Anderson True '83
Ralph L. Tucker, Jr.'74
Colleen P. Tucker '84
Vendean V. Vafiades '85
Richard E. Valentino '60
Edwinnå C. Vanderzanden '84
John K. Veroneau '89
Kathryn L. Vezina '90
Paul E. Violette '84
Christine C. Vito '93
Lawrence C. Walden'83
Ltc. Robin D. Walmsley '82
Barbara J. Walsh '85
Professor Nancy Vy'anderer '90
Bing Wang '94
Daniel R. Warren '83
Hon. Daniel E. Wathen '65
Thomas Watson '82
Robin D. Watts '93
Ctristopher A. Webber, Jr. '71
Arlyn H. Weeks '81
Joseph E. Welsh, Jr. '93
Martha F. Willard '86
Gary C.Wood'75
Judith A. Fletcher
Woodbury'80
Christopher A. Wyskiel '80
June D. Zellers '86
David W. Zesiger '85
Barry Zimmerman '70
Charles H. Abbott
Bernard R. Adams
Joan Amerling
Kathy W. Bubar
Joseph B, Campbell
David W. Carpenter
Hon. Gene Carter
Hon. F. Davis Clark
Professor David P. Cluchey
Hon. Frank M. Coffin
Hon. David M. Cohen
Professor Orlando E. Delogu
Duane D. Fitzgerald
Professor James Friedman
Edwin A. Heisler
Hon. D. Brock Hornby
Sherry F. Hubet
William J. Kayatta, Jr.
William C. Kelly, Jr.
Robert J. Kopecky
Ralph I. Lancaster, Jr.
Shep Lee
Professor Lois Lupica
Carter H. Manny, III
Barry K. Mills
Professor Michael Mullane
Peter L. Murray
Leonard Nelson
Professor Judy R. Potter
Roger A. Putnam
Harrison L. Richardson, Jr.
David Roberts
Robert S. Rudman
Hon, Louis Scolnik
George Z. Singal
William C. Smith
Margaret L. Smith
Richard N. Solman
Albert M. Stevens
Sigrid E. Tompkins
Hon. Elmer H. Violette
Peter B. Vy'ebster
Charlotte B. Wernick
Tammy C. Willcox
Robert B. Williamson, Jr.
Carl R. Wright
Professor Melvyn Zarr
Cumberland County Bar
Association
#Guaranty National
Insurance Company
#The Arthur J. Gallagher
Foundation
#The Boeing Company
#Tyco Laboratories Iac.
Venill & Dana
Annual Fund l{ote
Our sincere thanks to every contributor to the 1996 Law School Arurual Fund. V/e have made every effort to make the
1996 Annual Report of Giving accurate and complete. Please report any corrections or additions to the University of
Maine School of Law Alumni Office by calling 207-780-4342, faxing the correct information to 207-780-4239, ot
mailing the information to the Alumni Office, 246 Deering Avenue, Portland, ME 04102.
a
Roster of Donors to the 1996 Annual Fund
PORTLAND I.]NIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL
Class Agent:
Alan J. Levenson
7 Donors
7%o PafüciPanon
$1,105
Hon. John P. Connarn '52
James E. Gagan '52
Alan J. Levenson '59
Robert J. Melnick '50
James E. Murray, Jr. '56
David S. Silsby'58
Richard E. Valentino '60
CLASS OF 1962
Class Agent:
Alan J. Levenson
1 Donor
l3% Participation
$50
Philip A. Weiner
CLASS OF 1963
Class Agent;
Robert W. Ferguson
4 Donors
44% Participation
$ 1,175
Roger S. Elliott
Robert W. Ferguson
Sidney H. Geller
James S. Kriger
CLASS OF 1964
Class Agent:
Henry N. Berry, III
2 Donors
22Yo Partrcipalion
$1,100
Henry N. Berry, III
Richard S. Wolfe
CLASS OF 1965
Class Agent:
Richard W. Elliott
3 Donors
43% Participation
$300
Richard V/. Elliott
Justin G. Sharaf
Hon. Daniel E. Wathen
CLASS OF 1966
Class Agent:
Robert E. Miller
1 Donor
25o/o Partrcipation
$2s0
Robert E. Miller
CLA.SS OF 1967
Class Agent:
Richard F. Breen, Jr.
4 Donors
29% Participation
$825
Richard F. Breen, Jr.
Ward I. Graffam
Rendle A. Jones
Norman R. Moore
CLASS OF 1968
Class Agent:
Joseph B.Ezhaya
14 Donors
617o Participation
$3,500
Stearns J. Bryant, Jr.
Hon. Roland A. Cole
\Mayne R. Crandall
Hon. James P. Dunleavy
Joseph B. Ezhaya
Professor David D. Gregory
Richard L. Hill
Paul J. Hirsch
Basil L. Kellis
Jonathan R. Luce
John P. Maley
Patrick E. Maloney
Duncan A. McEachern
David B. Smith, Jr.
CLASS OF 1969
Class Agent:
Craig H. Nelson
12 Donors
40% Participation
$3,280
Charles Andrews
Melvin L. Bloomenthal
Robert L. Eddy, Jr.
David B. Hawkes
Michael S. Hirshberg
Dennis L. Jones
Edward D. Leonard, III
Robert F. Macdonald, Sr.
Paul S. McNamara
Craig H. Nelson
F. Frederick Romanow, Jr
Jobn L. Senning
CLASS OF 1970
Class Agent:
Robert A. Laskoff
13 Donors
42% Participation
$9,670
Hon. Susan W. Calkins
fuchard G. Cewizzi
J. Michael Conley, III
Eugene C. Coughlin,III
Robert L. Couturier
Hon. Charles L. Cragin
Robert J. Gingras
Robert A. Laskoff
Malcolm L. Lyons
Francis J. O'Toole
John J. Ryan
Jay F. Theise
Barry Zimmerman
CLASS OF 1971
Class Agents:
Hon. V/illiam S. Brownell
Ronald J. Cullenberg
Joseph M. Jabar
l7 Donors
39% Participation
$6,825
John B. And¡ews
Peter G. Ballou
Frank H. Bishop, Sr.
Hon. William S. Brownell
Ronald E. Colby, III
Ronald J. Cullenberg
Edward E. Dillon, Jr.
fuchard S. Emerson, Jr.
David J. Fletcher
Douglas P. Franklin
James V. Grasso, Jr.
Robert F. Hanson
Joseph M. Jabar
Richard M. Peirce
Kerureth E. Snitger
John C. Walker
Christopher A. Webber, Jr
CLASS OF T972
Class Agents:
Peter J. DeTroy, III
GeoffreyH. Hole
9 Donors
21% Participation
$3,675
James R. Austin
Ronald D. Bourque
Joel F. Bowie
Peter J. DeTroy, III
GeoffreyH. Hole
RobertA. Nagy
Hon. Paul T. Pierson
Hon. Ronald D. Russell
John V/. Sitarz
CLASS OF 1973
Class Agents:
Keith A. Powers
Roderick R. Rovzar
41 Donors
637o Participation
$8,275
Ernest T. Balivet
Robert S. Briggs
James \M. Campbell
Doug Chioffr
Perry H. Clark
Kenneth A. Cuneo
Edward F. Day, Jr.
David A. DMuzio
Donna Wlodkowski
Economou
Paula H. Elkins
Gregory J. Farris
Dwight A. Fifield
Gregory L. Foster
Peter N. Gardner
Hon. Peter J. Goranites
Robert G. Greene
Michael H. Griffin
William P. Hardy
Thomas W. Hennen
Peter C. Herbst
Joel E. Hokkanen
Peter V. Holden
Stephen D. Jackson
Pasquale F. Maiorino
Joseph C. Manera, Jr.
John D. McElwee
S. Peter Mills, III
Marc C. Owen
e
Ray R. Pallas
Anne B. Poulin
Keith A. Powers
Roderick R. Rovzar
Peter R. Roy
Ellsworth T. Rundlett, III
John M. Safford
Frank J. Scanlon
Charles W. Smith, Jr.
Terry N. Snow
Annee H.J. Tara
Paul E. Thelin
Gary F. Thorne
CLASS OF 1974
Class Agent:
Peter C. Fessenden
45 Donors
807o Participation
$5,556
Thomas G. Ainsworth
David M. Austin
Ronald S. Battocchi
Mary T. Bell
George N. Bowden
Elizabeth L. Boynton
Stephen B. Bragdon
David A. Bronson
William R. Brooks
James W. Case
Paul W. Chaiken
Joseph C. Chawes
Paul A. Devine
Jane Campana Earley
Peter C. Fessenden
Thomas R. Gibbon
Phyllis G. Givertz
John O. Greenlaw
Peter W. Greenleaf
Clarke C. Hambley, Jr.
Charles A. Harvey, Jr.
Joseph M. Hochadel
Martha W. Howell
Jonathan C. Hull
J. Michael Huston
Margaret T. Johnson
Frank S. Kipp
Stephen P. Lagoy
Thomas G. Leahy
Hon. John R. McKeman, Jr
Kimball R. McMullin
Jason D. Monzack
Robert A. Moore
Allison C. Monill
Gary J. Norton
Charles R. Priest
Caroline V. Rider
Joel B. Russ
Peter H. Rysman
John F. Slane, Jr.
Douglas M. Smith
William T. Stewart
James E. Tierney
Frederick Torrisi
Ralph L. Tucker, Jr
CLASS OF 1975
Class Agents:
Leo J. Delicata
Gary C. Wood
28 Donors
607o Participation
$2, I 90
Madge Baker
John A. Churchill
J. Scott Davis
Leo J. Delicata
Bryan M. Dench
Mark E. Dunlap
Lore H. Ford, III
Hon. Paul A. Fritzsche
Ellen E. George
Alan D. Gibbons
John L. Hammond
William H. Howison
Hon. Andre Janelle
Rocco J. Maffei, Jr.
Ernest L. Manderson
Kim Matthews
Lisa McMullin
Samuel H. Menill
Con¡ie Fern Miller
Murrough H. O'Brien
David R. Ordway
Wallace S. Reed
Raymond E. Ritchie
Hon. John V. Romei
Frederick S. Samp
Hon. James A. Skeel
Daniel P. Taber
Gary C. Wood
CLASS OF 1976
Class Agent:
John A. Woodcock, Jr.
23 Donors
29o/o Participalion
s4,245
Kathryn Monahan Ainsworth
Ellyn C. Ballou
Andrew Brown
Robert M. Butterfield
Jean M. Deighan
Robert G. Driscoll
Patricia McDonough Dunn
Judson B. Esty-Kendall
Hon. Joseph H. Field
Alfred C. Frawley, III
Paul R. Gosselin
Susan E. Hunter
Joan M. Kidman
James M. Libby, Jr.
Jonathan S. Piper
Deborah Shaw fuce
Mary L. Schendel
Paula D. Silsby
Alan Thorndike
Sarah Allison Thomton
Kevin J. Tierney
Ira J. Waldman
John A. Woodcock, Jr.
CLASS OF 1977
Class Agents:
Theodore H. Kirchner
Peter C. McKenney
28 Donors
40% Participation
$5,435
Paul Aranson
Hon. Roland Beaudoin
James M. Bowie
Sarah Downs Bowie
Everett B. Carson
Sandra H. Collier
Carmen L. Coulombe
Hillary R. Dorsk
Elizabeth M. Edson
Ronald A. Epstein
Kay R.H. Evans
Rebecca H. Farnum
Steven A. Hammond
Stephen Hessert
Stephen P. Hyde
Bruce M. Jervis
Theodore H. Kirch¡er
Thomas D. Maher
Scott A. McGill
Peter C. McKenney
John H. Montgomery, III
James H. Ouimette
Robert C. Perkins
Joarure S. Sataloff
John E. Sedgewick
Graydon G. Stevens
Louise K. Thomas
Ronald N. Ward
CLASS OF 1978
Class Agents:
Thomas R. Downing
Stephen G. Monell
27 Donors
3l% Participation
$5,950
Eleanor M. Baker
John R. Bass, II
Donnelly S. Douglas
Margaret R. Downing
Thomas R. Downing
Eileen L. Epstein
Elliott L. Epstein
David J. Evans
Martin J. Foley
Robert G. Frazier
Kathleen M. Grover
Alan F. Harding
Kenneth T. Hoffrnan
R. Howard Lake
Leonard W. Langer
Mark G. Lavoie
Michael G. Messerschmidt
Talbott Miller
Stephen W. Moriarty
Stephen G. Monell
Alexander A. Padis, Jr.
Glen L. Porter
William J. Reedy
Jonathan Vy'. Reitman
Rebecca Warren Seel
Paula N. Singer
F. Mark Terison
CLASS OF 1979
Class Agents:
John E. Baker
Michael Chiaparas
28 Donors
4l% Participation
$3,210
Anonymous
John E. Baker
Daniel P. Barrett
James A. Buckley
Robert A. Burgess
Elizabeth R. Butler
Michael Chiaparas
James F. Cloutier
Gerard P. Conley, Jr.
Arthur R. Dingley, D.O.
William R. Dunn
Katherine Greason
Susan P. Herman
Karen G. Kingsley
e)
Edward W. Klein
Karen B. Lovell
William H. Meanix, Jr'
Charles E. Miller
Ann H. Mohnkem
James F. Molleur
Constance P. O'Neil
Lisa J. Remal
Geoffrey A' Rushlau
Thomas A. Russell
George C. Schelling
Arthur Strong
Mark E. Susi
Patricia Goodridge Worth
CLASS OF 1980
Class Agents:
Andrew J. Bernstein
Michael R. Cunie
Neale A. Duffett
Vicki J. Gordon
47 Donors
53% Participation
$5,025
Anonymous (2)
Laurie L. Balmuth
Kathleen Barry
Andrew J. Bemstein
Jill P. Botler
Daniel W. Boutin
Andrew L. Broaddus
Rita N. Calamari
Jeffery J. Clark
Janis Cohen
Paula M. Craighead
Michael R. Currie
David R. Dubord
R. Terrance Duddy
Neale A. Duffett
Martha D. Dunlap
Linda Smith Dyer
David J. Femtcci
Mary M.L.H. Flint
Christine Foster
Marttra E. Freeman
Vicki J. Gordan
Robert B. Gregory
Rupert J. Jennings, III
Thomas F. Jewell
Nanette G. Kelley
Mary Gay Kennedy
William C. Leonard
William N. Lund
Barbara J. Mantegani
Peter B. Mills
Ruth E. Plagenhoef
Gregory W. Powell
Peter H. Priest
Michael Richards
John F. Shepard, Jr.
Kimberly V/ard Shepard
Richard A. Shinay
Anita M. St. Onge
Marilyn E. Stavros
Peter H. Stewart
Debra Stokes
Marsha A. Weeks Traill
Judith A. Fletcher Woodbury
Christopher A. Wyskiel
Nancy C. Ziegler
CLASS OF 1981
Class Agents:
Mark A. Cloutier
Joanne F. Cole
22 Donors
32% Participation
$ 1,860
Ellen S, Best
Ronald L. Bissonnette
Russell B. Boisvert
James P. Boone
Edgar S. Catlin, III
Eve Hlavaty Cimmet
David A. Cloutier
Mark A. Cloutier
Joanne F. Cole
V/illiam W. Darrow, Jr.
Paul F. Driscoll
Martha A. Grant
James A. Houle
Susan D. Kertzer
Lawrence J. Mullen
James D. Poliquin
Deborah Buccina Rogers
Susan G. Shorey
Steven R. Smittl
Nancy L. Thomas
Arlyn H. Vy'eeks
Gail D. V/right
CLASS OF 1982
Class Agents:
Jeffrey W. Jones
Thomas Watson
l6 Donors
23o/o Pafücipanon
$2,480
Barry A. Bachrach
Elizabeth Anne Carton
Martha L. Casey
Geoffrey K. Cummings
Dorcas H. Deans
Christopher C. Dinan
William H. Hanson
Jeffrey W. Jones
Hon. Nancy Diesel Mills
Willard D. Pease
Samuel R. Reid, III
Thomas L. Shupp
David H. Simonds
Ltc. Robin D. Walmsley
Joseph J. Wathen
Thomas Watson
CLASS OF 1983
Class Ageuts:
William O. LaCasse
Kim Anderson True
24 Douors
38% Participation
$2,000
Hon. Pamela D. Albee
Charles R. Bean
Michael E. Carpenter
Mary B. Devine
Thomas A. Dyhrberg
John C. Gall
Dale L. Gavin
Martha E. Greene
Charles G. Henegar
John A. Hobson
RobertV. Hoy
Bryce W. Ingraham
William O. LaCasse
Charles C. LaVerdiere, Jr.
Sharon Lawrence McHold
William N. Palmer
Patricia Reynolds Regan
Steven A. Shaw
Alan E. Shepard
Irene M. Smith
Kim Anderson True
Donna Dietzko Vincenti
Lawrence C. Walden
Daniel R. Warren
CLASS OF 1984
Class Agents:
Cynthia T. Churchill
William S. Kany
Thomas E. Powers
40 Donors
56% Participation
$3,000
David B. Auclair
Edward R. Benjamin, Jr
Gregg L. Bertonazzi
Lisa R. Bertonazzi
Lawrence P. Brown
Pamela M. Bugosh
Cynthia T. Churchill
Edwin R. Daggett, Jr,
George F. Eaton, II
Gary A. Gabree
John E. Geary
Raymond L. Gill
Kevin F. Gordon
Evan M. Hansen
Timothy H. Hiebert
Ann T. Hollyday
John James
William S. Kany
Donna M. Katsiaficas
James N. Katsiaficas
Robert M. Knight
David J. Lakari
Pauline M. Lamontagne
Mary Ann Lynch
Simone D. Masse
Peggy Bensinger McCloskey
John C. McCurry
Peter A. Meyer
James A. Mitchell
Mark S. O'Brien
Jay H. Otis
Sally Bradley Peacock
Thomas E. Powers
Bruce V/. Smith
Brenda C. Smith-Weiss
Drew E. Swenson
Karin R. Tilberg
Colleen P. Tucker
Edwinna C. Vanderzanden
Paul E. Violette
CLASS OF 198s
Class Agents:
Maureen E. Keegan
Faye E. Luppi
40 Dono¡s
49% Participation
$3,670
Kenneth P. Altshuler
Brett D. B¿ber
David R. Beneman
Timothy P. Benoit
Robert J. Bocko
Robert W. Bower, Jr.
David L. Brandt
Jeri E. Brown
Paul S. Bulger
Elizabeth A. Burns
James M. Callahan
e
Peter M. Cullen
Audrey R. Delphendahl
Geoffrey M. Fitzgerald
Fred W. Hathaway
James C. Hunt
Edward J. Kane
Maureen E. Keegan
William E. La Pointe
Bradley M. Lown
Faye E. Luppi
Ignatius Maclellan
Richard W. Mulhem
Mary B. Najarian
John C. Nivison, II
Michael J. O'Toole
John D. Pelletier
Anthony E. Perkins
Roger P. Prince
Jane Surran Pyne
Joseph A. Ritzo
J. Gordon Scarurell, Jr.
Michael L. Sheehan
David P. Silk
Valerie Stanfill
Mitchell M. Tannenbaum
A. Jeffrey Tomassetti
Vendean V. Vafiades
Barbara J. Walsh
David W. Zesiger
CLASS OF 1986
Class Agents:
James B. Haddow
Joan Sturmthal
20 Donors
25% Participation
$ l,685
Elizabeth A. Armstrong
Rosalyne S. Bernstein
Mark T. Corbly
Clifford B. Corson
Philip D. Cross
Edward David, M.D.
Richard W. Elliott, il
Robert L. Ellis, Jr.
David D. Farrar
Glen S. Goodnough
James B. Haddow
An¡e LaCombe Huntington
Sue A. Jerome
Michelle Jodoin LaFond
David S. Severance
Kaighn Smith, Jr.
Joan Sturmthal
Eugene F. Sullivan, III
Martha F. Willard
June D. Zellers
CLASS OF 1987
Class Agents:
William P. Shumaker
Mark E. Standen
30 Donors
44% Participation
$3,33s
Anonymous
Michael G. Bernier
Edward A. Brown
Christine Bruenn
Natalie L. Burns
David P. Chamberlain
Linda J. Conti
Sheila M. Donahue
Diane Dusini
Margaret E. Gallie
Ronald J. Graff
Kristin A. Gustafson
Melissa A. Hewey
Jonathan B. Huntington
Norine C. Jewell
Margaret C. Kenney
Arthur J. Lamothe
Andrew Landry
Margaret L. Lavoie
John A. McCauley
David J. Nichols
Edward Rabasco, Jr.
Robert B. Ravenelle
G. Steven Rowe
Bruce N. Shibles
William P. Shumaker
Elting H. Smith, Jr.
Susan A. Sparaco
Mark E. Standen
Joanne B. Steneck
CLASS OF 1988
Class Agents:
Michael H. Hill
Timothy H. Norton
36 Donors
47o/o Pafücipation
$3,340
Beth N. Ahearn
Alex Auty
Edmond J. Bearor
Stephen D. Bither
Sylvia F. Brewster
Louis B. Butterfield
Alice E. Clifford
V/illiam H. Coogan
Anne H. Cressey
Kevin T. Crilly
Kathryn E. Davis
Anthony R. Derosby
Elizabeth A. Germani
Terence M. Harrigan
Michael H. Hill
Neil D. Jamieson, Jr.
Thane Joyal
Robert A. Jutras
Laurie C. Kadoch
David G. Lemoine
Robert A. Levine
Susan H. Livingston
Allan E. Lobozzo
Lisa C. Lunn
Ellen S. Maher
Carol L. Mitchell
Robert E. Murray, Jr.
Patricia A. Nelson-Reade
Timothy H. Norton
Patricia A. Peard
Ann R. Robinson
Christopher H. Roney
Donna M. Ryan
Jane E. Skelton
Daniel J. Stevens
Peter J. Stocks
Elizabeth C. Woodcock
CLASS OF 1989
Class Agents:
Michael K. Martin
Rebecca J. Sargent
l8 Donors
37% Participation
92,365
Heidi A. Bean
William L. Dawson, Jr
Joanne P. Dugan
Daniel R. Felkel
Lisa C. Fink
Gretchen L. Jones
Curtis E. Kimball
Carol A. Maclennan
Donald W. Macomber
Michael K. Martin
Victoria Powers
Katherine M. Ralston
JayeRooney
Hon. JillE. Shibles
John K. Veroneau
Peter J. Wiley
Genrong Yu
Thad B. Zmistowski
CLASS OF I99O
Class Agents:
Julie A. Finn
Elizabeth S. Morley
47 Donors
607o Participation
s2,735
Mary T. Brlodeau
Andrew M. Braceras
Brenda M. Buchanan
M. Thomasine Burke
Paul W. Cadigan
Anne M. Camey
Paula Caughey
Joyce Leary Clark
Anette Filosof Dearden
Robert Deschene
Dennis M. Doiron
Deborah A. Fauver
Julie A. Finn
Cornelia Fuchs Fisher
Jeanne A. Foy
JonHaddow
Julia J. Hugo-Vidal
Scott G. Hunter
Kiki Keating
Martha D. Kelley
Mark W. Lawrence
Patricia A. Lerwick, M.D
John B. Lucy
Robert F. Macdonald, Jr.
Albert A. Mavrinac
Mary Janet McCafferfy
Philip G. Mohlar
Elizabeth S. Morley
Victoria S. Muller
Thomas B. Nicholson
Joseph M. O'Connor
Wendy J. Paradis
Stanley V/. Piecuch
Rosalind S. Prince
Colleen J. Quint
Barbara A. Ricker
A. Robert Ruesch
Linda C. Russell
Jennifer S. Sternick
Patricia M. Stevens
Nathan S. Szanton
Yilin Tang
Benjamin P. Townsend
Kathryn L. Vezina
Nancy Wanderer
John D. Welch
Philip C. Woodward
ø
CLASS OF 1991
Class Agents:
Joseph M. Baldacci
Robert C. Brooks
Anne E. O'Donovan
42 Donors
53% Participation
s2,340
James P. Aucoin
Joseph M. Baldacci
Kevin J. Beal
Vickie Caron Bell
Monica M. Bigley
Robert C. Brooks
Mary Kay Browne
Matthew E. Campbell
Alexandra E. Caulfield
Roger A. Clement, Jr.
Peter Clifford
James L. Costello
Daniel Driscoll
Brett Harding Duxbury
Claire Adami Ginder
Kenneth Ginder
Jacqueline Lee Gomes
Henry W. Griffin
Lorna Harmuth
Janet Hendershot
Abigail M. Holman
Xiaoyan Jin
Robert E.P. Jones
Janet K. Kantz
Ken¡eth A. Lexier
Fredenck L. Lipp
Penny Littell
Anne Lucey
Andrew B. Maclean
Justina McGettigan
Julie Nepveu
Anne E. O'Donovan
Dennis J. O'Donovan
James Michael O'Neil, Jr
Russell B. Pierce, Jr.
Deborah L. Pope
Virginia Kozak Putnam
James Saffian
Nancy V. Savage
V/illiam B. Scarpelli
Deborah Shaw
Christina K. Valar
CLASS OF 1992
Class Agents:
Thomas C. Bradley
Elizabeth Eddy Griffur
52 Donors
54% Participation
$2,860
John Barr
Marion R. Hylan Ban
Krisna Basu
Jonathan A. Block
Thomas C. Bradley
J. Bradford Coffey
Kevin T. Cole
Theodore S. Coxe, Jr.
Thomas G. Diebold
Jennifer J. Duddy
Michael A. Duddy
Robert Fisher
Carol G. Ford
Mark Foss
Elizabeth Eddy Griffin
Johanne L. Hawk
Mary Bradley Hawkes
Blaine R. Hawkes
T. Chuck Hazzard
David L. Herzer, Jr.
Michael Isenberg
Dina A. Jellison
Mary N. Kellett
Thomas R. Kelly
Joshua Krell
John P. March, Jr.
Carol Martel-Riess
Louise Marie McCarthy
Marcia Metcalf
William J. Milliken
Kerry O'Brien
Laura M. O'Hanlon
Batur Oktay
Roy T. Pierce
Elizabeth A. Prather
Pamela Prodan
Mary Gosnell Purington
Robert M. Raftice, Jr.
Wendy Rau
Kathryn A. Reid
Joh¡ C. Rohde
Jeffrey P. Russell
Steven Saunders
Heidi Shealy
Lynne P. Skeirik
Bradley A. Stolzer, D.M.D
Andrew Strongin
Zhengyu Tang
Margaret A. Timothy
Laura E. Klein Tobin
John J. Wall, III
Yiping Yang
CLASS OF 1993
Class Agents:
Vy'alter F. McKee
Hilary A. Rapkin
37 Donors
45% Participation
s2,710
Timothy Anast
John A. Anderson
William M. Avantaggio
John F. Bisson
Andrew P. Bloom
James T. Boffetti
David A. Brenningmeyer
Michele Dorsey Brooks
Debra L. Brown
Sean T. Carnathan
David J. Casavant
Daniel A. D'Auteuil, Jr.
T. Angus Ferguson
Paul D. Hoffman
Michelle Bushey Jensen
Donald M. Kreis
Thomas S. Marjerison
Walter F. McKee
Elizabeth Beard Mclaughlin
Elaine M. Michaud
Edward Jeffrey Newcombe
James J. Papi
David C. Pierson
Judith A. Plano
Hilary A. Rapkin
William J. Schneider
James S. Stolley
Paul R. Tardif
Amy Tchao
Anne Underwood
Ckistine C. Vito
Lise R. Wagner
Robin D. V/atts
Joseph E. Welsh, Jr.
Jean D. V/ulff
Elizabeth Wallace V/yman
Shanshan Zhou
CLASS OF 1994
Class Agents:
Rachelle Parise
Ryan K. Stafford
35 Donors
40% Participation
$1,925
Louise Arkel
Hope Hall Augustini
Paul M. Beach
Eric Bendetson
Andrew L. Black
Christopher J. Cotnor
Xing Dai
Lisa M. Fitzgibbon
Kenneth W. Fredette
Lynn Gelinas
Richard P. Hevey
Norman S. Kominsky
F. Todd Lowell
Jonathan T. Marur
Elizabeth McKee
Rachelle Parise
LouAnna C. Perkins
Harvey Prager
Larissa Shumway Pratt
Barry T. Putterman
Linda Rossignol Ramsden
Colleen McCarthy Reid
Gerald Reid
Mary M. Sauer
Michael M. Scott
Barbara G. Shaw
Sarah G. Smith
Michael N. Spargo
Wendy Resnick Spargo
Ryan K. Stafford
Susan C. Steiner
Jill Kaplan Tupper
Bing Wang
Dorothy M. Wentworth
Laurie A. V/illiamson
CLASS OF 1995
Class Agents:
Louise A. Berlin
William S. Norbert
42 Donors
51% Participation
$ 1,655
Christopher S. Adams
Michael C. Augustini
Diana T. Barth
Louise A. Berlin
John P. Berube
Sandra A. Brunk
David M. Cogliano
John P. DeGrinney
Catherine E. Decker
Carol I. Eisenberg
John J. Eisenhart
Susan M. Fittipaldi
Jon A. Fitzgerald
Jon C. Gale
John P. Gause
James W. Gunson
Arthur E. Hackett
A. Statton Hammock, Jr
e
Melody F. Havey
Erik J. Heels
William D. Hewitt
Carolee Taylor Howes
Patricia M. Ianni
Lea-Anne Jameson
Donna J. Johnson
Laura L. Ketchum
E. Chris L'Hommedieu
Julie A. Linr¡ell
Andrew C. Mackenzie
C. Leigh McCarthy
Deborah E. Munson
William S. Norbert
Marsha L. Osgood
Ann L. Rudisill
Rita S. Saliba
Patricia L. Sinicropi
Timothy D. Smith
Jon C. Stanley
William H. Stiles
Andrea J. Surette
Michael D. Traister
C. Daniel Wood
CLASS OF 1996
Class Agents:
Carolyn F. DeGrirmey
Michelle A. Doyle
20 Donors
22o/o Parlicrpation
s761
Donna Cote Adams
Christopher R. Allen
Michael R. Bosse
Eric M. Braithwaite
Teresa M. Cloutier
Robert H. Conkling
Carolyn F. DeGrinney
Michelle A. Doyle
James M. Dunleavy
Thomas H. Eyman
Patrick H. Gordon
Marion T. Killian
Katharine W. Chase
MacLean
Daniel J. Mitchell
Brian K. Murphy
William R. Savage
Ronald W. Schneidsr, Jr
Robert A. Seaman
Jason Robert Tiballi
Julia M, Underwood
STTJDENTS
Bernard J. P. Broder, III '97
Christina J. D'Appolonia '98
Stephanie C. Flanary '97
Amanda P. O'Reilly '98
Mary K. Roe'98
Michael W. Safko '98
Heather J. Silverstein '98
Rebekah J. Smith '98
Gordon D. Winchell, k.'97
FACULTY AND STAFF
Arronymous
Visiting Associate Professor
Sumner T. Bemstein
Iftisti M. Clifford
Professor David P. Cluchey
Patricia A. Constant
Professor Orlando E. Delogu
Professor James Friedman
Dean Edward S. Godfrey
Professor David D. Gregory
Professor Colleen A. Khoury
Gayle H. King
Professor Michael B. Lang
*Professor Merle W. Loper
Professor Lois Lupica
Professor Michael Mullane
Mary P. Nelson
Professor Judy R. Potter
Professor Alison Rieser
Professor Martin A. Rogoff
Frances Dee Tibbetts
Professor Nancy Wanderer
Professor Thomas M. Ward
Professor William W. Wells
Tammy C. Willcox
Professor Jennifer Wriggins
Professor MelvynZan
Dean Donald N. Zillman
FRIENDS
OF THT LAW SCHOOL
Anonymous
Charles H. Abbott
Bernard R. Adams
Charles W. and
Genevieve Allen
Joan Amerling
T. Christopher Beach
Elizabeth P. Bennet
Dorothy M. Breiling
Kathy W. Bubar
Joseph B. Campbell
David V/. Carpenter
Hon. Gene Carter
Hon. F. Davis Clark
Hon. Robert W. Clifford
Hon. Frank M. Coffrn
Hon. David M. Cohen
Hon. Samuel W. Collins, Jr.
V/illiam and Linda Cotter
Hon. Howard H. Dana, Jr.
Arure Egerton
Richard C. Engels
Mrs. Benjamin Epstein
Duane D. Fitzgerald
Hon. Caroline D. Glassman
Robert and Dagmar Hamilton
Austin and Sally Harris
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
S. Hartley
Edwin A. Heisler
Estate of Karl S. Hooper
Hon. D. Brock Hornby
Sherry F. Huber
Keith C. Jones
Irving Kagan
William J. Kayatta, Jr.
William C. Kelly, Jr.
William Pattison Kogut
Dr. David and Jeanne Kogut
Robert J. Kopecky
Ralph I. Lancaster, Jr.
William H. Laubenstein, III
Shep Lee
Carter H. Manny, III
Martha McCluskey
Margaret D. McGaughey
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Barry K. Mills
Renee and Leonard Minsky
Peter L. Murray
Leonard M. Nelson
Hon. David A. Nichols
Donald and Hilda Nicoll
Richard and Christine B.
O'Meara
Lorraine Pace
Harold C. Pachios
Roger A. Putnam
Harrison L. Richardson, Jr.
Peter and Elizabeth Richter
Barbara F. Riegelhaupt
David Roberts
Dorothy Rubin
Robert S. Rudman
Janet E. Sabel
Richard and Jean Sampson
Dr. Joseph Sataloff
Hon. Louis Scolnik
Clarice B. Shur
John Cary Sims
George Z. Singal
William C. Smith
Margaret L. Smith
Richard N. Solman
Charles and Edith Sova
Albert M. Stevens
Warren and Elaine Stone
Mrs. Betfy Tabachnick
Elizabeth Taylor
Philip P. Thompson, Jr.
Sigrid E. Tompkins
Lewis V. Vafiades
Hon. Elmer H. Violette
Peter B. Webster
Charlotte B. Wemick
Hon. Joyce A. Wheeler
John Wiley
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B.
Williamson, Jr.
Carl R. Wright
L. Kinvin Wroth
BAR/BRI Bar Review
#Con Edison
#Coopers & Lybrand
Cumberland County Bar
Association
#Fidelity Investments
#Guaranty National
Insurance Company
#KPMG Peat Marwick
Foundation
Maine Assoc. for Public
Interest Law
Maine Community
Foundation
Maine Supreme Judicial
Court
Muskie Fund for Legal
Services
Nelson & Small, Inc.
Northeast Law Placement
Consortium
Student Groups
#The Arthur J. Gallagher
Foundation
#The Boeing Company
The Gene R. Cohen
Charitable Foundation
#Tyco Laboratories Inc.
Venill & Dana
Women's Law Association
ø
fiÙ"/o Particþation
Program
This new program recognizes Annual
Fund participation among those law
firms or companies with three or more
University of Maine School of Law
alumni,/ae. 'We have listed every f,rrm/
company which had 100% participa-
tion in the 1996 Annual Fund, as well
as those firms/companies which had
80Yo or better parlicipation in the 1996
Annual Fund.
a l00o/o Participation Program
Ainsworth & Thelín
Thomas G. Ainsworth '74
Kathryn Monahan Ainsworth '76
David P. Chamberlain '87
Robert M. Raftice, Jr. '92
Paul E. Thelin '73
Bangor Hydro-E lectríc Company
Robert S. Briggs '73
And¡ew Landry '87
Frederick S. Samp '75
Blue Cross & Blae Shield of Maíne
Ann T. Hollyday '84
Edward J. Kane '85
Andrew B. Maclean '91
Cloutíer, Børrett, Cloutíer & Conley
Daniel P. Banett'79
James F. Cloutier '79
Mark A. Cloutier '81
Gerard P. Conley, Jr. '79
Neale A. Duffett'80
Farrell, Rosenbløtt & Rassell
J. Bradford Coffey'92
Jon Haddow '90
Thomas A. Russell '79
Givertz, Lunt, Hambley & Scheffee
Phyllis G. Givertz'74
Clarke C. Hambley, Jr. '74
Margaret L. Lavoie'87
Gosselin, Dubord & Rabasco
David R. Dubord '80
Paul R. Gosselin '76
Edward Rabasco, Jr. '87
Paul R. Tardif '93
Isaacson & Raymond
Ronald L. Bissonnette '81
Daniel A. D'Auteuil, Jr. '93
Elliott L. Epstein '78
Kelley, Remmel & Zimmerman
R. Terrance Duddy '80
Richard W. Mulhern '85
Timothy H. Norton '88
Graydon G. Stevens '77
Barry Zimmerman '70
New HømpshÍre Publíc Defender's Olfice
James T. Boffetti '93
Mary Bradley Hawkes '92
Joseph E. Welsh, Jr. '93
Pierce Atwood
Jonathan A. Block '92
David M. Cogliano '95
Debra L. Brown '93
Anthony R. Derosby '88
Joanne P. Dugan'89
Kevin F. Gordon '84
William D. Hewitt'95
Abigail M. Holman'91
Malcolm L. Lyons '70
Marcia Metcalf '92
John C. Nivison, II '85
Robert B. Ravenelle '87
James Saffian '91
Deborah Shaw '91
Daniel J. Stevens '88
Louise K. Thomas '77
Judith A. Fletcher Woodbury '80
Rudman & llínchell
Brett D. Baber '85
Edmond J. Bearor '88
Paul W. Chaiken '74
George F. Eaton, II '84
IVilliam H. Hanson '82
Curtis E. Kimball '89
C. Leigh McCarthy '95
Robert H. Munay, Jr. '88
Virginia Kozak Putnam '91
Jane E. Skelton'88
I 80o/o Participation
Brann & Isaacson
Alfred C. Frawley, III '76
Martha E. G¡eene '83
Roy T. Pierce '92
David C. Pierson '93
Maíne Public Utílìtíes Commíssíon
Peter G. Ballou '71
James A. Buckley '79
Carol A. Maclennan '89
Joanne S. Steneck '87
Mitchell J. Tannenbaum '85
Norman, Hønson & DeTroy
Robert W. Bower '85
Anne M. Carney '87
Peter J, DeTroy, III '72
Paul F. Driscoll '81
Mark E. Dunlap '75
Jon A. Fitzgerald '95
Robert F. Hanson '71
David L. Herzer, Jr.'92
Stephen Hessert '77
Theodore H. Kirchner'77
William O. LaCasse '77
Michelle Jodoin LaFond '86
Mark G. Lavoie '78
Thomas S. Marjerison'93
Stephen W. Moriarty'78
Russell B. Pierce, Jr. '91
James D. Poliquin '81
Roderick R. Rovzar'73
Pretí, Flaherty, Beliveau & Pachios
Kevin J. Beal'91
Edward R. Benjamin, Jr. '84
Geoffrey K. Cummings '82
Evan M. Hansen '84
Penny Littell '91
Michael G. Messerschmidt '78
Jonathan S, Piper '76
Keith A. Powers '73
Michael L. Sheehan '85
Elizabeth Vy'allace Wyman '93
Petruccelli & Mørtín
John A. Anderson '93
Thomas C. Bradley '92
James B. Haddow '86
Michael K. Martin '89
Linda C. Russell '90
InMemoriam Top Firms in Dollars Contributed from Alums:
Laskoff & Associates
People often choose to remember
or honor f¡iends and family by making
gifts to a favorite institution. The Uni-
versþ of Maine School of Law appre-
ciates all the gifts made to the 1996
Law School Annual Fund in honor or
in memory of the following people:
Professor David Cluchey, Professor
Merle Loper*, Audrey Kogut*,
Leonard Nelson, Irene Rudman*,
Samuel Rudman
Norman, Hanson & DeTroy
Pierce, Atwood
Thompson & Bowie......
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson.....
Norman, Hanson & DeTroy
Preti, Flaherty, Beliveau & Pachios
Top Firms in Number of Alum Contributors:
...... l8
t7
l5
l0
10
e
LTNUM
Rudman & Winchall
Reunion Classes
Class of 1977 - 2ùh Reunion - þack row, I to r) Roland Beaudoin,
Stephen Devine, Pøal Mills, Theodore Kirchner; (front row)
Joseph Wanneinøcher, Graydon Stevens, Frøncß Jackson
Class of 1982 - 15th Reunion'- þøck row, I to r) Thomas Shupp,
Normøn Roft"y, Edwørd Feibel; (front row) Nøncy Diesel Milh,
Mllism Hanson, Judith Slaüery
Class of 1987 - l(hh Reunion - þack row, I to r) Arthur Lømothe,
Nsfalie Burns, Sheiln Donshae, Mørgøret Løvoie, Møtgøret
Kenney, Barbøra Gaudifz, Susøn Sparøco, Kristin Gusføfson,
Eric Herløn, Linda Conti" Timotþ Robbins; (front row) Joyce
Oreskovích, Diane Dusini, Willium Shumaker, Michele LaÍaille,
Bruce Shíhles
24ó Deering Avenue
Portland, Maine 041 02-2898
ADDRESS CORRECT1ON REOUESTED
The Aunn¡ otrarterv b pribÍsh€d h MaRfì,.hÍ€,
S@embeç ard December þythe Univeß¡tyof
irl¿he lawALrnni Otrae. lt is sent to afumni
SrJder[s. and friends of the l¿r¡r Schod. lhe
deadlne ftr e¿ch issJe b clæ mon$ Frior to puÞ
lcãtim. Rease send it€rns d hterest to the L¿w
Schæl commmùy to Mary Nelsorì ,Xristi Cfitrord
r Patridå Constant, wrlters and edto.s, at the
¿boæacrûesr
Cløss of 1992 - Sth Reunion - þack row, I to r) Brad Coffey,Iohn
ll/all, Møura Keaveney, Michøel Stoddørd, Møry Kelletg Andrew
Strongin, Kerry OtBrien, Ted Coxe, Louise McCørthy, Steve Suun-
ders, Debra Gotlib, Tom Brødley, Krßnø Bøsu, Døvid Herzer,
Stephønie Clilïord, Howard OtBrien, Tom Dìebold; (front row)
Luuru O'Hønlon, Kafhleen Robeñs, Cømpbell Badger, Dinø Jelli-
son, Jessicø Maurer, Tom Keþ, JoshuøKrell, Carol Ford
NorÞProfit Org.
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